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Abstract

Message Authentication Codes (MACs) are ubiquitous primitives deployed in multiple flavors through
standards such as HMAC, CMAC, GMAC, LightMAC, and many others. Its versatility makes it an
essential building block in applications necessitating message authentication and integrity checks, in
authentication protocols, authenticated encryption schemes, or as a pseudorandom or key derivation
function. Its usage in this variety of settings makes it susceptible to a broad range of attack scenar-
ios. The latest attack trends leverage a lack of commitment or context-discovery security in AEAD
schemes and these attacks are mainly due to the weakness in the underlying MAC part. However,
these new attack models have been scarcely analyzed for MACs themselves. This paper provides a
thorough treatment of MACs committing and context-discovery security. We reveal that commitment
and context-discovery security of MACs have their own interest by highlighting real-world vulnerable
scenarios. We formalize the required security notions for MACs, and analyze the security of standard-
ized MACs for these notions. Additionally, as a constructive application, we analyze generic AEAD
composition and provide simple and efficient ways to build committing and context-discovery secure
AEADs.

1 Introduction

Initially conceived to address the limitations of privacy-only schemes, authenticated encryption (AE) was
defined to provide authentication and confidentiality simultaneously. It is then transitioned from proba-
bilistic to deterministic nonce-based algorithms to prevent attacks leveraging the use of weak randomness.
In its contemporary form, called authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD), it also authenti-
cates an additional associated data alongside the message. Its encryption procedure AE.Enc takes as input
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a key K, a nonce N , an associated data A and a message M to return a ciphertext C ← AE.Enc(K,N,A,
M). Widely deployed standards such as AES-GCM [Dwo07a] and ChaCha20-Poly1305 [NL18] exemplify
the prevalence of such AEAD schemes in modern applications. These standards undergo rigorous scrutiny
and are typically accompanied by formal security proofs [HTT18, DGGP21] to instill confidence in their
cryptographic properties.
Committing Security. Despite this apparent guarantee, a recent line of research has found a variety of
settings vulnerable to attacks exploiting the lack of key commitment in popular AEAD schemes [DGRW18,
ADG+22,LGR21]. In essence, these attacks exploit the fact that an adversary can find a pair (K1, N1, A1,
M1), (K2, N2, A2,M2) satisfying K1 ̸= K2 such that AE.Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = AE.Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2).
These exploits were possible only because they lie outside of the classical security model for AEAD. To
prevent these newfound vulnerabilities, new security notions were defined for AEAD, starting with key-
committing security [ADG+22], which states that it is hard to find the previously described colliding pair
satisfying K1 ̸= K2. Subsequently, this notion evolved into the stronger notion of context-committing
security [BH22] requiring instead to find a colliding pair satisfying (K1, N1, A1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2).

Yet until now, real-world attacks have only predominantly exploited the lack of key-committing se-
curity in AEAD, raising the question of whether key-committing security should be the aimed security
goal instead of the stronger context-committing notion. Noteworthy is the practical advantage of key-
committing security, which can be efficiently obtained with minimal modifications to existing schemes [BH22,
ADG+22]. Conversely, the stronger context-committing notion necessitates the integration of an additional
primitive—a costly hash function—applied over the key, nonce, and associated data alongside the base
AEAD scheme [BH22, CR22]. Menda et al. [MLGR23] introduced an orthogonal security notion called
context-discovery security (CDY) that is to preimage resistance as context-committing security is to col-
lision resistance. However, no real-world application has yet been found for this new security notion, and
no AEAD has been proven context-discovery secure. With this abundance of new security notions, it is of
interest to identify a definition that strikes a balance between simplicity for security proofs and versatility
for widespread application.

This growing list of vulnerable settings to key-committing attacks has led to a call from part of the
cryptographic community to standardize a context-committing AEAD scheme [BCG+,BHW,MST], driven
by the absence of any standardized context-committing secure schemes. While a few fixes have been
proposed [BH22, CR22], several duplex-based AEADs have recently been proven context-committing se-
cure [DFG23,DMVA23,KSW23,NSS23]. However, the current landscape reveals a notable gap: existing
duplex designs primarily target lightweight applications, and thus no dedicated constructions tailored for
general-purpose and high-performance scenarios exist. Furthermore, compared to prevailing standards,
proposed fixes [BH22,CR22] introduce overheads such as having longer ciphertext expansion, necessitating
two passes over the associated data, or needing an additional primitive. Ideally, the quest for an effi-
cient construction would necessitate leveraging existing implementations while minimizing the reliance on
additional primitives.
MAC-based AEADs. A message authentication code (MAC) is an older and simpler primitive than AEAD,
aiming only at authenticating data between parties that share a key. It is also widely deployed through
standards such as HMAC [KBC97] and CMAC [Dwo05]. Beyond its traditional use, it has been adopted
for a variety of applications, such as for a pseudorandom function (PRF), a swap-PRF, a key combiner,
or a key-derivation function. Many AEAD designs use a MAC as an internal component and rely on its
security to provide integrity guarantees. Recently, Menda et al. [MLGR23] showed that for some AEADs
following a particular format to be committing, they require their underlying MAC to be (constrained)
preimage resistant as it would otherwise lead to a committing attack. Similarly, Farshim et al. [FOR17]
and Grubbs et al. [GLR17] analyzed probabilistic generic AEAD compositions. Farshim et al. showed that
combining a key-committing secure MAC with a key-committing secure symmetric encryption scheme is
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sufficient for the composition to be key-committing secure. Grubbs et al. analyzed a different security
notion called receiver binding.

Due to this intrinsic relationship between the committing security of an AEAD and its underlying
MAC, it is natural to wonder whether one could strengthen an AEAD to be context-committing by simply
strengthening its underlying MAC without adding an extra primitive. The generic composition analyses
by [FOR17,GLR17] are a first step in this direction but are limited in some aspects. Firstly, they focus
on the weaker notions of key-committing and receiver binding, and nothing is known about generic com-
position for context-committing or context-discovery secure AEAD. Secondly, the analyses are confined to
probabilistic AE and do not consider the modern formalism of nonce-based AE with associated data. As
shown in [NRS14], in this case, more paradigms than the classical three Encrypt-then-MAC, MAC-then-
Encrypt and Encrypt-and-MAC are possible and secure. Thirdly, it requires some strong and sometimes
unrealistic assumptions on the components. [FOR17] requires that the symmetric encryption composed is
key-committing secure, which, as we shall demonstrate, is never the case for IV-based symmetric encryption
schemes. [GLR17] requires the MAC to be a random oracle in the analysis of MAC-then-Encrypt and
does not analyze Encrypt-and-MAC.

As outlined, previous studies on committing security considered the committing security of MACs solely
in the context of AEAD. In hindsight, this approach seems shortsighted, given the widespread utilization
of MACs as standalone primitives across diverse contexts, rendering them susceptible to misuse akin to
AEAD. Furthermore, even within the AEAD context, if one were to look for a secure instantiation of a
committing MAC, the general status of real-world MAC schemes remains elusive. Although a plethora of
standardized MAC schemes exists, they were never analyzed through the point of view of commitment.
In this work, we remedy this state of affairs by providing a comprehensive analysis of MAC committing
security. We further motivate this need by providing concrete settings beyond AEAD where committing
and context-discovery secure MACs are required. As an application to AEAD, we present, via nonce-
based generic compositions, simple and efficient ways to build committing and context-discovery secure
AEAD schemes. As an added benefit, these solve the previously identified issue of reducing the number of
primitives employed while facilitating the reuse of legacy MAC and symmetric encryption implementations.
Below is a summary of our contributions.

1.1 Our Contributions

Settings Requiring MAC Commitment and CDY Security. We start by motivating the need for
committing secure MACs by identifying a few real-world scenarios that require it to provide the expected
security guarantee. In parallel to commitment, we found the first real-world setting requiring a restricted
form of context-discovery security. As commitment security does not imply context-discovery security
(similar to collision resistance not implying preimage resistance), this motivates the need for more robust
security for MAC schemes than only context-commitment, especially the need for context-discovery secure
MACs.

Committing and CDY Security Notions for MACs. We formalize the required MAC security
properties previously identified: committing and context-discovery security. In addition, we provide various
restricted and strengthened versions of these notions and how they relate to each other. It allows one to
better understand the hierarchy between the different notions and more easily identify which notion provides
the combination of required security guarantees for a target application. This leads us to define a stronger
security notion that implies all the others and for which we believe MAC designers should aim at. We call
this notion strong-committing security (SCMT) and define it as the combination of context-committing and
context-discovery security. We further show how the notions of committing AEADs relate to our notions
of committing MACs.
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Scheme CMTk CMT CDY Analysis
CBC-type MACs [ISO11a] no no no Sec. 5.1

HMAC with variable-length keys [ISO21] no no ? Sec. 5.2
Badger [ISO11b] no no no Sec. 5.3

Poly1305-AES [ISO11b] no no no Sec. 5.3
GMAC [ISO11b] no no no Sec. 5.3

LightMAC [ISO19] no no no Sec. 5.4
Chaskey [ISO19] no no no Sec. 5.4

CBC-MAC-C1 [this work] yes no yes Thm 1
CMAC-C1 [this work] yes no yes Thm 3

HMAC with fixed-length keys [ISO21] yes yes yes Thm 5

Figure 1: Summary of MAC schemes security. CMTk,CMT and CDY means respectively key-committing,
context-committing and context-discovery secure.

Committing and CDY Security Analysis of MAC Constructions. Using our newly defined MAC
security notions, we analyze the security of various popular and standardized MAC schemes. The primary
outcome of this analysis is that except for HMAC with fixed-length key that is context-committing secure,
most other MACs analyzed are vulnerable to key-committing or context-discovery attacks. We provide
efficient fixes to these schemes to guarantee key-commitment security when possible. We summarize these
results in Fig. 1.

Application to Generic Composition for Nonce-Based AEAD. While we showed above that
committing and context-discovery secure MACs are of practical interest on their own, a natural question
is how this security transfers to AEAD schemes built from the generic composition of a MAC and an
encryption scheme. While this was studied for probabilistic AEAD schemes [FOR17, GLR17], with the
limitations described in the introduction, nothing is known about the nonce-based case in general. We
fill this gap in the literature on committing AEAD schemes by analyzing the nonce-based generic AEAD
compositions from [NRS14]. For most cases, we identify sufficient requirements on the MAC and the
encryption scheme for the AEAD composition to be committing and/or context-discovery secure. We also
analyze these compositions when combined with a key-schedule function, which is used to derive the MAC
and encryption keys.

Combined with the above result on the committing security of practical MAC constructions, our generic
composition analyses help to understand better why AEAD schemes following these paradigms—sometimes
loosely—are vulnerable to committing attacks. Some examples of such schemes are the standards in
ISO/IEC 19772 [ISO20] and in IEEE Std 1619.1 [IEE19] that strictly follow Encrypt-then-MAC, the stan-
dards in RFC 5297 [Har08] and ISO 20038 [ISO17] that strictly follows the SIV paradigm. Standards that
loosely follow these paradigms are GCM [Dwo07a], ChaCha20-Poly1305 [NL18] and EAX [BRW04] that
loosely follow Encrypt-then-MAC, CCM [Dwo07b] that loosely follows MAC-then-Encrypt, and OCB [KR14]
that loosely follows Encrypt-and-MAC. Our analyses also help to understand better which fixes are needed
on the MAC or the encryption part of these schemes to make them committing secure.

Our generic composition analyses are also profitable in providing simple and generic ways to obtain
context-committing secure AEADs (with a proper key schedule) that are only one pass over the associated
data without an extra primitive. In contrast, all of the suggested solutions that are not duplex-based need
two passes or an extra primitive [BH22,CR22].
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2 Preliminaries

Notation. The empty string is denoted by ε. For any positive integer n, {0, 1}n, {0, 1}≤n and {0, 1}∗
denote respectively the set of binary strings of size n, the set of binary strings of size less than or equal to
n, and the set of all finite strings. For any string x, |x| denotes its size in bits and |x|n = ⌈|x|/n⌉ its size in
n-bit blocks. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |x|, let x[i:j] denote the substring of x spanning bit i to bit j inclusive, and
x ≫ n denote the substring x[1:|x| − n]. For a positive integer n ≤ |u|, we use ⌊u⌋n to denote the strings
obtained by truncating u to its leftmost n bits. For any two strings x and y, x∥y and x ⊕ y denote their
concatenation and bitwise XOR respectively. For any positive integer c such that |x| = |y| = c · n, x+n y
and x −n y denote respectively the strings obtained from interpreting their n-bit substrings as unsigned
integers and adding or subtracting individually modulo 2n. For n ∈ N and u ∈ {0, 1}∗, (u1, . . . , uℓ)

n←− u
denotes the n-bit parsing of u where |ui| = n for all 1 ≤ i < ℓ and 0 < |ui| ≤ n. For a, b ∈ N, if a < 2b,
then ⟨a⟩b denotes the b-bit binary representation of a.

Unless otherwise stated, an algorithm may be randomized. For any algorithm A we use y ← A(x1, x2,
. . .) to denote the process of running A on the indicated inputs and fresh random coins, and assigning the
output to y. By convention, the running time of an adversary refers to the sum of its actual running time
and the size of its description. We generically refer to the resources of an adversary as any subset of the
following quantities: its running time, the number of queries that it makes to its oracles, and the total
length (in bits) of its oracle queries. We write B.sub1, B.sub2, . . . to denote a group of algorithms that
share states and refer to them collectively as B.

Message Authentication Code. A message authentication code MAC = (MAC.Tg,MAC.Vf) is a pair
of algorithms such that:

• The possibly randomized tagging algorithm MAC.Tg : Km ×M → T takes as input a secret key
K ∈ Km, a message M ∈M and returns a tag T ∈ T .

• The deterministic verification algorithm MAC.Vf : Km ×M×T → {0, 1} takes as input a secret key
K ∈ Km, a message M ∈M, and a tag T ∈ T and returns a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, where b = 0 indicates an
invalid tag.

We refer to the associated sets Km, M, and T as the MAC key space, the message space, and the tag
space, respectively. We require every MAC to satisfy correctness, namely for all (K,M) ∈ (Km,M), it
must hold that if MAC.Tg(K,M) = T then MAC.Vf(K,M, T ) = 1.
Nonce-Based MAC. Similarly to a MAC, a nonce-based message authentication code MAC = (MAC.Tg,
MAC.Vf) is a pair of deterministic algorithms that takes an additional input N ∈ N called a nonce,
i.e., MAC.Tg : Km × N ×M → T and MAC.Vf : Km × N ×M × T → {0, 1}. Again, we require the
correctness property: for all (K,N,M) ∈ (Km,N ,M), it must hold that if MAC.Tg(K,N,M) = T then
MAC.Vf(K,N,M, T ) = 1.
Canonical Verification. We say that a nonce-based MAC is with the canonical verification algorithm when
MAC.Vf satisfies the following definition: for all (K,N,M, T ) ∈ (Km,N ,M, T ), MAC.Vf(K,N,M, T )
returns 1 if MAC.Tg(K,N,M) = T , and 0 otherwise. A similar definition applies to deterministic MACs
without nonces by simply removing the nonces from the definition.

IV-Based Symmetric-key Encryption (ivE). An IV-based symmetric-key encryption scheme SE =
(SE.Enc,SE.Dec) is a pair of algorithms such that:

• The deterministic encryption algorithm SE.Enc : Ke × IV × M → C takes as input a secret key
K ∈ Ke, an initial vector IV ∈ IV, and a message M ∈M and returns a ciphertext C ∈ C.
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• The deterministic decryption algorithm SE.Dec : Ke × IV × C → M takes as input a secret key
K ∈ Ke, an initial vector IV ∈ IV, associated data A ∈ AD, and a ciphertext C ∈ C and returns a
message M ∈M.

We require every IV-based symmetric-key encryption to satisfy correctness and tidiness, namely for all
(K, IV,M) ∈ (Ke, IV,M), it must hold that if SE.Enc(K, IV,M) = C then SE.Dec(K, IV,C) = M and
vice versa. Furthermore, when SE.Enc(K, IV,M) = C, we assume |M | = |C| in this paper. Note that in
this case,M is isomorphic to C.

To guarantee security, an IV-based symmetric-key encryption scheme might require either that the
initial vector IV be random for each encryption query, or to not repeat across different encryption queries.
In this last case, it is also called nonce-based symmetric-key encryption.

Nonce-Based AEAD. A nonce-based authenticated encryption scheme with associated data AE =
(AE.Enc,AE.Dec) is a pair of algorithms such that:

• The deterministic encryption algorithm AE.Enc : K × N × AD ×M → C takes as input a secret
key K ∈ K, a nonce N ∈ N , associated data A ∈ AD, and a message M ∈ M and returns a
ciphertext C ∈ C.

• The deterministic decryption algorithm AE.Dec : K×N ×AD×C →M∪{⊥} takes as input a secret
key K ∈ K, a nonce N ∈ N , associated data A ∈ AD, and a ciphertext C ∈ C and returns either a
message M ∈M or the symbol ⊥ to indicate an invalid ciphertext.

We refer to the associated sets K, N , AD,M, and C as the key space, the nonce space, the associated-data
space, the message or plaintext space, and the ciphertext space, respectively. We require every nonce-based
AEAD to satisfy correctness, namely for all (K,N,A,M) ∈ (K,N ,AD,M), it must hold that if AE.Enc(K,
N,A,M) = C then AE.Dec(K,N,A,C) = M . We say that AE is tidy, if for all (K,N,A,C) ∈ (K,N ,AD, C)
it holds that if AE.Dec(K,N,A,C) = M ̸= ⊥ then AE.Enc(K,N,A,M) = C.

PRF Security. Let F : K × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a keyed function. Let R : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a
random function. The advantage of A against the PRF security of F is defined as

AdvprfF (A) =
∣∣Pr[AFK = 1]− Pr[AR = 1]

∣∣
where K is chosen uniformly at random from K.

Collision Resistance and Preimage Resistance. We consider collision resistance and everywhere
preimage resistance [RS04] for a hash function H :M→ Y as follows.

Definition 1. Let H :M→ Y be a hash function and let A be an adversary. Then we define

AdvcollH (A) = Pr[(M,M ′)←$A : (M ̸= M ′) ∧ (H(M) = H(M ′)].

Definition 2. Let H :M→ Y be a hash function and let A be an adversary. Then we define

AdvepreH (A) = max
Y ∈Y
{Pr[M ←$A : H(M) = Y ]}.

3 Practical Applications of Committing and CDY MACs

We point out four practical settings where MACs are used. For one of them, the MAC is explicitly required
to satisfy random-key robustness, which is a weak version of key commitment. Conversely, while not
explicitly stated, the expectation for the underlying MACs in the three remaining settings is that they be
committing or context-discovery secure. This tacit assumption underscores the inherent expectation for
MACs to satisfy these properties.
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Authentication without key identification. In authentication protocols using a MAC as an under-
lying primitive, such as in ISO/IEC 9798-4 [ISO99], it is usually not required in the specification that the
party sending the MAC digest identify which key has been used for the computation of the MAC, assuming
that the receiver can unambiguously identify which key to use for verification. This problem has already
been noticed for authenticated encryption by Len et al. [LGR22]. We provide below a concrete example of
where this could be exploited.

Some RFID tag authentication protocols, such as protocols standardized in ISO/IEC 29167-11 [ISO23],
use a challenge-response protocol. To authenticate a tag, an RFID reader generates a nonce N and sends
it to the tag. The tag then computes T = MAC.Tg(K,N) using a shared secret key K and returns T
to the reader. The reader, who also knows the secret key K, computes T ′ = MAC.Tg(K,N) and checks
if T = T ′ to authenticate the tag. A problem that arises if the reader has multiple secret keys, K1,K2,
. . ., is determining which key to use to verify the MAC. For ISO/IEC 29167-11, this is “a matter of key
management that lies outside the scope” of the document. A proposed solution to solve this problem is
key searching [WSRE04, MW04, MSW06, TSL08, FZOeS14] which consists of testing all secret keys until
we find the “right” key that verifies the tag. The problem of these approaches is that they rely on the
assumption that the MAC used is key-committing. Adapted from the AEAD notions, key-committing
security for a PRF-based MAC can be simply defined by the difficulty to find a pair (K1,M1), (K2,M2)
satisfying K1 ̸= K2 such that MAC.Tg(K1,M1) = MAC.Tg(K2,M2).

A possible attack scenario in the case of a supply chain management, where authentication of packages
is used for traceability, is to have a packet that returns a malicious tag satisfying T = MAC.Tg(K1,
N) = MAC.Tg(K2, N) for two keys. When the package is scanned at a warehouse, two checks are done
through two different suppliers with which the tag shares one of the keys. The first supplier attests to the
packet’s origin with key K1, whereas the second supplier provides the new destination for the package with
key K2. For each supplier, the “correct” key for the packet is found through key searching. An unexpected
vulnerability of such a supply chain process is that a malicious party could illegitimately claim the loss of
the packet identified with key K1. Retracing the path of this packet through suppliers would then show
that the packet arrived at the warehouse but that there is no trace of it leaving the warehouse, invalidating,
therefore, the purpose of the supply chain management.

The OPAQUE Asymmetric PAKE Protocol [BKLW23]. The OPAQUE protocol is one of the
password-authenticated key exchanges (PAKE) recommended by the CFRG for usage in IETF protocols.
In its originally proposed cryptographic design [JKX18], OPAQUE required its underlying authenticated
encryption scheme to satisfy the random-key robustness property, which is a property implied by key-
commitment. In the latest version of the IRTF draft specifying OPAQUE [BKLW23], this requirement
has been replaced by a similar requirement, but now only on the underlying MAC. For a MAC to be
random-key robust, given two randomly generated keys K1 and K2, it should be hard for an adversary to
find a message M such that MAC.Tg(K1,M) = MAC.Tg(K2,M). HMAC is proposed as an example of
such a secure MAC scheme, while GMAC is considered insecure. As we will see in the next section, this key
robustness property for MAC is naturally implied by key-committing security, highlighting the relevance
of key-committing MACs. Moreover, the proposed instantiation by HMAC can be seen as costly and non-
flexible, as no alternative is offered. Our analyses of dedicated MAC schemes in Sec. 5, give alternative
instantiation based on different primitives than a hash function.

Collision Resistant KDF. KDFs are generally used to generate uniform random keys from nonperfect
randomness or to derive multiple sub-keys from a master key. In both cases, in addition to their primary
goal, they are often required to be collision-resistant. However, to provide this property when they are
based on a MAC or a PRF, they require some form of committing security from their underlying primitive.
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If we consider HKDF [KE10], which is a KDF based on HMAC, it was shown in [Stä22] that the lack of
key-commitment in HMAC makes it possible to find collisions in HKDF, which can be exploited to attack
the age command line encryption.

In the case of sub-keys derivation, a PRF/MAC can be used to derive a sub-key KOUT = MAC.Tg(KIN,
Ctx), with as inputs the master key KIN and a context Ctx. The context Ctx enables the derivation of
multiple sub-keys for the same master key KIN. It usually contains data that identifies the purpose of the
derived sub-key and other related information, such as the identity of the different parties using the sub-
key or a nonce to prevent reuse. HMAC, CMAC, and KMAC are the three MACs recommended for this
purpose in NIST SP 800-108r1 [Che22]. In the same document, it is recommended to do context binding
when deriving sub-keys, which consists of including the information just described above in Ctx. The goal
of context binding is to provide “assurance that all parties who (correctly) derive the keying material share
the same understanding of who will access it and in which session it will be used. If those parties have
different understandings, then they will derive different keying material.” It is therefore expected that
it is hard to obtain (KIN,Ctx) ̸= (K ′

IN,Ctx′) such that MAC.Tg(KIN,Ctx) = MAC.Tg(K ′
IN,Ctx′). This

property is precisely our new notion of context-committing security for MACs and is usually not guaranteed
by the conventional MAC security notion. As we will show in Sec. 5, CMAC—one of the recommended
schemes—is not context-committing.

To be noted, collision-resistant PRFs and KDFs are often also recommended as a solution to fix non-
committing AEAD schemes [FOR17,GLR17,ADG+22].

Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) [PCS+05]. While the previous
settings highlighted the need for key-committing MACs, we now exhibit a real-world protocol that re-
quires a restricted form of context-discovery security (defined as key-discovery security later in Sec. 4.1).
TESLA is a scheme used to provide sender authentication for multicast and broadcast streams. It was
proposed by Perrig et al. [PCTS00] and is defined in RFC 4082 [PCS+05]. During this protocol, a sender
wants to broadcast a sequence of messages M1, · · · ,Mℓ to multiple receivers and guarantee these messages’
authentication.

At its core, TESLA uses a one-way chain where the sender randomly chooses the last element of the chain
Kℓ+1 and generates a key chain K0,K1, · · · ,Kℓ+1 by applying repeatedly a function F (i.e., Ki = F (Ki+1),
cf. Fig. 2). The key K0 is then shared with all the receivers through an authenticated channel during the
initialization phase of the protocol. Once the initialization is done, for each key Ki, an authentication
key K ′

i = F ′(Ki) is derived through a one way function F ′ and used to compute MAC.Tg(K ′
i,Mi). Then

the message packets are sent sequentially in the following order—first (M1,MAC.Tg(K ′
1,M1),K0), then

(M2,MAC.Tg(K ′
2,M2),K1), etc., until (Mℓ,MAC.Tg(K ′

ℓ,Mℓ),Kℓ−1). Upon reception of a packet (Mi, Ti,
Ki−1), a receiver waits for the next packet (Mi+1, Ti+1,Ki) to be able to compute K ′

i = F ′(Ki) and verifies
that MAC.Vf(K ′

i,Mi, Ti) = 1 and K0 = F i(Ki). This process is called a delayed message authentication
protocol.

As K0 has been broadcasted with the first packet, essential for the security of the protocol, is the
one-wayness property of F as otherwise, an adversary can come up with a forged key K forge

i that satisfies
K0 = F i(K forge

i ). For the security of the protocol, the Ki must also be random strings (cf. [PCTS00]).
Thus, TESLA instantiates the function F with a PRF fk (HMAC in their implementation). This function
is then defined as F (x) = fx(0), and a sufficient condition on fk according to [PCTS00] is that for a
randomly chosen K, an adversary which is given fK(0) is unable to find K ′ ̸= K such that fK′(0) = fK(0).
This property would be naturally guaranteed if fk was key-committing, but a closer look shows that the
condition K ′ ̸= K does not exclude valid adversaries and attacks that can find fK′(0) = fK(0) with
K ′ = K. In the following section, we formalize this security requirement under the name of key-discovery
security and note that the committing notions do not generally imply this notion.
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K0 K1 · · · · · · Kℓ Kℓ+1

F (K1) F (K2) F (Kℓ) F (Kℓ+1)

Reveal

Generate

Figure 2: One-way key chain example.

CMTCMTkRBTk

CDYCDYk

SCMT

Figure 3: Relations between commitment and context-discovery notions for MACs and AEADs. A solid
arrow A → B means that any scheme that is A-secure is also B-secure, dotted arrows hold only for a
restricted class of context-selector.

4 Context-Discovery and Committing Security Notions

In this section, we provide the notions of context-committing (CMT) and context-discovery security (CDY)
for MACs, laying the groundwork for a deeper understanding of their cryptographic properties. Addition-
ally, we introduce weaker variants that are easier to achieve, namely key-committing (CMTk) and key-
discovery security (CDYk), and a stronger committing notion (SCMT). The relations between the notions
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

In anticipation of the forthcoming generic composition analyses, we also recall the corresponding security
notions for AEADs that reformulate the notions from [BH22,MLGR23]. Furthermore, recognizing that IV-
based symmetric-key encryption schemes do not satisfy key-commitment, we propose a weaker notion
termed key-robustness (RBTk) and show that classical symmetric encryption modes satisfy this property.

4.1 Security Notions for MACs

We present a comprehensive set of commitment and context-discovery security notions for MACs. To the
best of our knowledge, the context-discovery notions for MACs are new, while some of the committing
notions are already present in the literature, albeit under different names.

In the following security games, MAC = (MAC.Tg,MAC.Vf) is a nonce-based message authentication
code. Further, we define S to be a randomized algorithm, called context-selector, that takes no input and
outputs a challenge value given to the adversary at the beginning of the game. It is used to model a variety
of scenarios where an adversary is able to obtain a challenge from a protocol that is computed exactly as
the context-selector.

Context-Discovery Notions for MACs. The following notions are adaptations of the AEAD context-
discovery notions from [MLGR23].

Context-discovery game CDY for MACs. In the MAC-context-discovery game, a challenge tag T ∈ T
is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This adversary outputs (K,N,M),
and wins if MAC.Tg(K,N,M) = T . We write AdvmacCDY

MAC (A;S) to denote the probability that A wins for
the context-selector S.
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The context-discovery game for a MAC is equivalent to the notions of preimage resistance for a hash
function [RS04]. The context-selector is a parameter to model different scenarios, i.e., how the challenge
is computed. Parametrizing the game with a context-selector S allows us to model both the classical
notions of range-oriented and everywhere preimage resistance as well as the other variants of preimage
resistance [AS11]. We require AdvmacCDY

MAC (A;S) to be small only for a restricted set of context-selectors
that would model the threat scenario.

Key-discovery game CDYk for MACs. In the MAC-key-discovery game, a challenge tuple (N,M,
T ) ∈ N ×M × T is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This adversary
outputs K, and wins if MAC.Tg(K,N,M) = T . We write AdvmacCDYk

MAC (A;S) to denote the probability that
A wins for the context-selector S.

This game can notably model the security required by the MAC used in the TESLA protocol analyzed
in the previous section. The context-selector that would model the required security for TESLA, would
sample a random key K and return a challenge tuple (0, T ) where T is computed as T = MAC.Tg(K, 0).

Committing Notions for MACs. The following context-committing and key-committing notions are
adaptations of the CMT-4 and CMT-1 notions from [BH22]. The two remaining notions are new.

Context-committing game CMT for MACs. In the MAC-context-committing game, an adversary A
outputs (K1, N1,M1) and (K2, N2,M2); A wins if:

• (K1, N1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2,M2);

• MAC.Tg(K1, N1,M1) = MAC.Tg(K2, N2,M2).
We write AdvmacCMT

MAC (A) to denote the probability that A wins.
In the literature, this context-committing notion is sometimes called collision-resistance, for example,

in [GLR17].

Key-committing game CMTk for MACs. In the MAC-key-committing game, an adversary A outputs
(K1, N1,M1) and (K2, N2,M2); A wins if:

• K1 ̸= K2;

• MAC.Tg(K1, N1,M1) = MAC.Tg(K2, N2,M2).
We write AdvmacCMTk

MAC (A) to denote the probability that A wins.
A similar notion is defined in [FOR17] under the name of full robustness (FROB).

Key-robustness game RBTk for MACs. In the MAC-key-robustness game, an adversary A outputs
(K1,K2, N,M); A wins if:

• K1 ̸= K2;

• MAC.Tg(K1, N,M) = MAC.Tg(K2, N,M).
We write AdvmacRBTk

MAC (A) to denote the probability that A wins.
This weaker notion than key-committing models, for example, attack scenarios where the data storage

and the key management system (KMS) are separate. An adversary may be able to exploit the KMS by
adding a key K2 distinct from the genuine key K1, but not to temper with the data and its tag. If the
MAC used is not key-robust secure then this malicious key K2 could also be used to authenticate the data.
Note that this notion is slightly stronger than the random-key robustness notion required by the underlying
MAC in OPAQUE [BKLW23].
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Strong-committing game SCMT for MACs. In the MAC-strong-committing game, a challenge tag
T ∈ T is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This adversary outputs
(K1, N1,M1), (K2, N2,M2), and wins if either MAC.Tg(K1, N1,M1) = T , or the following hold:

• (K1, N1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2,M2);

• MAC.Tg(K1, N1,M1) = MAC.Tg(K2, N2,M2).
We write AdvmacSCMT

MAC (A; S) to denote the probability that A wins for the context-selector S.
The SCMT notion is equivalent to combining the CDY and CMT notions. It implies all the MAC

security notions presented in this section and has a compact description. As we will show in the generic
composition section, it facilitates proof that shows simultaneously CDY and CMT security.

Relations. We provide in Fig. 3 the relations between the different notions. The justification of these
relations is given in App. A.

Related Notions. Similar security definitions as above apply to MACs without nonces by simply remov-
ing the nonces from the definitions. These definitions then also apply to pseudorandom functions (PRFs)
as they have the same syntax as a nonce-less MAC tagging function MAC.Tg.

Moreover, similarly to the difference between the CMT and the CMTD notions from [BH22] that defines
commitment either through the encryption or the decryption function, all the previously presented MAC
security notions can be defined through the verification function MAC.Vf instead of the tagging function
MAC.Tg. We denote these V-notions: CDYV,CDYVk,CMTV,CMTVk,RBTVk and SCMTV. In a similar
way as for AEADs, the V-notions imply their corresponding normal version due to the correctness property
of MAC. Conversely, the normal notions imply their corresponding V-version only if MAC is with the
canonical verification algorithm.

4.2 Security Notions for AEADs

We now give corresponding AEAD notions to the MAC notions given in the previous section.
In the following security games, AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec) is a nonce-based authenticated encryption

scheme with associated data. Similarly as for MACs, we define the context-selector S as a randomized
algorithm that takes no input, and outputs a challenge value given to the adversary at the beginning of
the game.

Context-Discovery Notions for AEADs. The two following notions are simplified versions of the
AEAD context-discovery notions from [MLGR23].

Context-discovery game CDY for AEADs. In the AEAD-context-discovery game, a challenge cipher-
text C ∈ C is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This adversary outputs
(K,N,A,M), and wins if AE.Enc(K,N,A,M) = C. We write AdvaeadCDY

AE (A; S) to denote the probability
that A wins for the context-selector S.

Key-discovery game CDYk for AEADs. In the AEAD-key-discovery game, a challenge tuple (N,A,
M,C) ∈ N × AD ×M × C is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This
adversary outputs K, and wins if AE.Enc(K,N,A,M) = C. We write AdvaeadCDYk

AE (A; S) to denote the
probability that A wins for the context-selector S.

Committing Notions for AEADs. The two following context-committing and key-committing notions
are equivalent to the CMT-3 and CMT-1 notions from [BH22].
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Context-committing game CMT for AEADs. In the AEAD-context-committing game, an adversary
A outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1) and (K2, N2, A2,M2); A wins if:

• (K1, N1, A1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2);

• AE.Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = AE.Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2).
We write AdvaeadCMT

AE (A) to denote the probability that A wins.
As proved in [BH22], CMT-3 ((K1, N1, A1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2)) is equivalent to

CMT-4 ((K1, N1, A1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2,M2)) for AEAD. This is because the message M is implicitly
contained in the ciphertext when (K,N,A) is fixed. Note that there is no similar relation for MACs. In
this paper, we consider the CMT-3 notion as it is the simpler notion.

Key-committing game CMTk for AEADs. In the AEAD-key-committing game, an adversary A
outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1) and (K2, N2, A2,M2); A wins if:

• K1 ̸= K2;

• AE.Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = AE.Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2).
We write AdvaeadCMTk

AE (A) to denote the probability that A wins.

The following key-robustness (RBTk) and strong-committing (SCMT) notions are two new notions defined
in this paper. The first one is weaker than key-committing and will be useful for the analysis of generic
compositions in Sec. 6. The second one is a simple combination of the context-committing and context-
discovery security notion for AEAD. In case of standardization of a committing AEAD, we believe that
the aimed security notion should be SCMT as a future-proof precaution.

Key-robustness game RBTk for AEADs. In the AEAD-key-robustness game, an adversary A outputs
(K1,K2, N,A,M); A wins if:

• K1 ̸= K2;

• AE.Enc(K1, N,A,M) = AE.Enc(K2, N,A,M).
We write AdvaeadRBTk

AE (A) to denote the probability that A wins.

Strong-committing game SCMT for AEADs. In the AEAD-strong-committing game, a challenge
ciphertext C ∈ C is computed by the context-selector S and given to the adversary A. This adversary
outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1), (K2, N2, A2,M2) and wins if either AE.Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = C, or the following
hold:

• (K1, N1, A1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2);

• AE.Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = AE.Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2).
We write AdvaeadSCMT

AE (A;S) to denote the probability that A wins for the context-selector S.

Relations. Similarly, as for the MAC notions, Fig. 3 provides the relations between the different AEAD
notions. The justification of these relations is also given in App. A.

Relationship to the MAC notions. Menda et al. [MLGR23] showed that for AEADs following a special
format (i.e., the combination of a MAC and a NoFailDecrypt algorithm) to be context-discovery secure, a
required condition is for its underlying MAC to be preimage resistant. In the following, we generalize this
observation. We formalize the relationship between the committing and context-discovery security of any
AEAD and its corresponding MAC function. We notably show that analyzing this corresponding MAC
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function only makes sense in some specific cases, with constructions loosely following Encrypt-then-MAC
being one of them.

We could define the nonce-based MAC scheme MAC = (MAC.Tg,MAC.Vf) corresponding to a nonce-
based AEAD scheme AE = (AE.Enc,AE.Dec) by

MAC.Tg(K,N, (A,M)) = AE.Enc(K,N,A,M)

MAC.Vf(K,N, (A,M), T ) =

{
1 if AE.Enc(K,N,A,M) = T

0 otherwise.

Here, MAC.Tg outputs the complete output of AE.Enc which can be a variable length output. Obviously,
analyzing the security notions defined above for the scheme AE or the scheme MAC are equivalent. Thus
analyzing this MAC does not bring any advantages over analyzing the security of AE.

More interestingly, if we define instead a MAC corresponding to AE by

MAC.Tg(K,N, (A,M)) = AE.Enc(K,N,A,M)

MAC.Vf(K,N, (A,M), T ) =

{
1 if AE.Dec(K,N,A, T ) ̸= ⊥
0 otherwise.

Then, if we analyze the variants of the security notions defined through the functions AE.Dec and MAC.Vf
(i.e. the D-notions for AEAD [BH22] and the V-notions for MAC), analyzing the above defined MAC might
be simpler than analyzing AE. To observe this, we first note the equivalence between a D-notion satisfied by
AE and the corresponding V-notion satisfied by MAC. Then, we remark that in the definition of MAC.Vf,
one only needs to know whether the output of AE.Dec is different from ⊥ and thus does not necessarily
need to decrypt the full plaintext M = AE.Dec(K,N,A, T ). For example, in schemes following loosely
Encrypt-then-MAC, it is simpler to check whether AE.Dec(K,N,A, T ) ̸= ⊥ than to compute AE.Dec(K,
N,A, T ).

4.3 Key-Robustness Notion for Symmetric-Key Encryption

We now show that ivE schemes cannot satisfy key-committing security but can satisfy the weaker key-
robustness notion that we define. We also show that the most popular ivE satisfies this notion of key-
robustness. Key-robustness will often be required to prove the security of generic composition in Sec. 6.

In the following security game, SE = (SE.Enc, SE.Dec) is an IV-basedsymmetric-key encryption scheme.

Key-robustness game RBTk for ivE. In the ivE-key-robustness game, an adversary A outputs (K1,
K2, IV,M); A wins if:

• K1 ̸= K2;

• SE.Enc(K1, IV,M) = SE.Enc(K2, IV,M).
We write AdvseRBTk

SE (A) to denote the probability that A wins.
In the case of a block cipher, the key-robustness notion can be adapted by simply removing the IV s

from the definition.

Key-Committing Insecurity of IV-Based Encryption. We could define a notion of key-committing
security for IV-based encryption where an adversary A would break this notion if it outputs (K1, IV1,
M1), (K2, IV2,M2) such that K1 ̸= K2 and SE.Enc(K1, IV1,M1) = SE.Enc(K2, IV2,M2). However, as
the following attack demonstrates, no IV-based encryption scheme can satisfy this notion. Consider the
following attack where an adversary chooses arbitrary (K1, IV1,M1,K2, IV2) satisfying K1 ̸= K2 and
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CBC[E].Enc(K, IV,M)

1 : M1∥ · · · ∥Mℓ
n←−M,C0 ← IV

2 : for i = 1 to ℓ do

3 : Ci ← E(K,Ci−1 ⊕Mi)

4 : return C1∥ · · · ∥Cℓ

Figure 4: CBC Encryption.

CTR[E].Enc(K, IV,M)

1 : M1∥ · · · ∥Mℓ
n←−M, b← n− |IV |

2 : for i = 1 to ℓ do

3 : Ci ←Mi ⊕ E(K, IV ∥⟨i⟩b)
4 : return C1∥ · · · ∥Cℓ

Figure 5: CTR Encryption.

computes M2 = SE.Dec(K2, IV2,SE.Enc(K1, IV1,M1)). Then by the tidiness property of SE, it holds
that SE.Enc(K1, IV1,M1) = SE.Enc(K2, IV2,M2) and the pair (K1, IV1,M1), (K2, IV2,M2) breaks the key-
committing security of SE.

This attack notably highlights that adapting the generic composition analyses from [FOR17] to an IV-
based setting is not straightforward, as it requires the symmetric encryption scheme to be key-committing
secure to prove the key-committing security of generic compositions.

Key-Robustness Security of Popular IV-Based Encryption. We now show that key-robustness is
a property that can be expected from most IV-based symmetric-key encryption schemes. To do so, we
analyze the key-robustness security of three popular encryption schemes: CBC [EMST78], CTR [DH79] and
the Duplex [BDPV12]. The analysis for the Duplex is deferred to App. C. For CBC and CTR, we show that
in the standard model, the key-robustness of these schemes can be reduced to the key-robustness security
of the underlying block cipher. We also give as additional justification, an analysis of CBC and CTR in the
ideal-cipher model in App. B, together with a pictorial description of the encryption procedure for these
two schemes in Fig. 19 and 20.

Proposition 1. Let CBC[E] and CTR[E] be the IV-based encryption schemes built on top of the block-cipher
E, whose encryption procedure is described in Fig. 4 and 5. For any adversary A against CBC[E] or CTR[E],
there exists an adversary B against E such that

AdvseRBTk

CBC[E]/CTR[E](A) ≤ AdvseRBTk
E (B).

Proof. For simplicity, we assume every message M to be a multiple of the block size n of the underlying
block cipher E. Let B be the adversary that runs A to get an output (K1,K2, IV,M), and that returns
(K1,K2, IV ⊕ ⌊M⌋n) in the CBC case and (K1,K2, IV ∥⟨1⟩n−|IV |) in the CTR case. From the definition
of B, if A wins the ivE-key-robustness game for CBC/CTR, then B also wins its respective game for the
block cipher E.

5 Analyses of MAC Constructions

In this section, we show key-committing and context-committing attacks against several standardized
MACs, including CBC-MAC and its variants in [ISO11a], HMAC with keys of variable length in [ISO21],
Badger, Poly1305-AES and GMAC in [ISO11b], LightMAC and Chaskey in [ISO19]. These attacks can be
easily adapted to context-discovery attacks against the corresponding MACs, except HMAC with variable-
length keys which we cannot show context-discovery attack. We then show how to fix CBC-MAC and
CMAC to achieve key-committing security that helps build AEAD from generic compositions. Finally,
we show that HMAC with keys of a fixed length less than d − 1 bits is context-committing secure and
context-discovery secure.
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5.1 Attacks against block-cipher-based MACs

In this section, we show key-committing, context-committing, and context-discovery attacks against CBC-
type MACs that are specified in ISO/IEC 9797-1:2011 [ISO11a]. Note that these attacks are similar to
a robustness attack against CBC-MAC in [FOR17], while their attack is for one-block messages and our
attack is for variable-length messages.

The CBC-MAC is built from cipher block chaining the underlying block cipher E. Let M = m1|| . . . ||mℓ

be a message, where |mi| = n for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and ℓ is the block length. Then CBC-MACK(M) is defined as
yℓ where

yi = EK(mi ⊕ yi−1)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and y0 = 0n.
We now present a key-committing attack against CBC-MAC which is specified as Algorithm 1 in ISO/IEC

9797-1:2011. A similar attack can also apply to the remaining four CBC-type MACs in ISO/IEC 9797-
1:2011. The adversary first computes a tag T = CBC-MACK1(M1) for a pair (K1,M1). She then constructs
another pair (K2,M2) that can produce the same tag T as follows. She chooses an arbitrary value for
K2 such that K2 ̸= K1, and ℓ2 − 1 arbitrary values for the first ℓ2 − 1 blocks m2

1|| . . . ||m2
ℓ2−1 of M2. She

computes the last block of M2 as follows. She does the following computation:

y2i = EK2(m
2
i ⊕ y2i−1)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ2 − 1 and y20 = 0n. She computes x2ℓ2 = E−1
K2

(T ). Then she obtains m2
ℓ2

= x2ℓ2 ⊕ y2ℓ2−1.
The context-committing attack is the same as above as it is weaker than the key-committing attack.

On the other hand, the above attack can be easily adapted to a context-discovery attack against CBC-MAC.
Given any tag T , we can use a similar procedure to obtain (K2,M2) such that T = CBC-MACK2(M2).

Note that CBC-type MACs in ISO/IEC 9797-1:2011 can achieve standard forgery security up to 2n/2

queries due to the generic attack against single-pass CBC-MACs by Preneel and Oorschot [Pv95].

5.2 Committing attacks against dedicated-hash-based MACs

In this section, we show key-committing and context-committing attacks against HMAC [ISO21] when the
key is of variable length. These attacks exploit weak key pairs in HMAC that have been used to mount
key-collision attack [Stä22] and indifferentibility attack [DRST12] against HMAC.

HMAC is a hash-based MAC involving a cryptographic hash function and a secret key. Fix some hash
function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n. Assume this hash function H is built by iterating an underlying compression
function with a message block size of d ≥ n. Given a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a key K ∈ {0, 1}∗, the
function HMAC : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n is defined by

HMAC(K,M) = H
(
(K ′ ⊕ opad)||H

(
(K ′ ⊕ ipad)||M

))
where opad and ipad are two d-bit constant strings, K ′ = H(K)||0d−n if K is larger than the block size
and K ′ = K||0d−|K| if K is less than or equal to the block size.

Due to the key derivation, we can mount a key-committing attack against HMAC when the key is of
variable length. The adversary first computes T = HMAC(K1,M1) for a pair (K1,M1). If |K1| < d, then
she sets K2 = K1||0. If |K1| > d, then she sets K2 = H(K1). It can be seen that the pair (K2,M1) will
result in the same tag as the pair (K1,M1).

The context-committing attack is the same as above. However, we cannot use similar procedures to
mount a context-discovery attack against HMAC as the above key-committing attack requires computing
firstly the pair (K1,M1) for the tag and then exploiting the weak key pairs. While in a context-discovery
attack, the adversary needs to solely start from a tag and try to find the context corresponding to this
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Keygen(K)

1 : kF1 , . . . , k
F
6 ← PRG(K) where kF1 , . . . , k

F
6 ∈ {0, . . . , 232 − 6}

2 : k1, . . . k58 ← PRG(K) where k1, . . . , k58 ∈ {0, . . . , 232 − 6}
3 : return kF1 , . . . , k

F
6 , k1, . . . , k58

Badger(K,M,N)

1 : ℓ = |M |
2 : if ℓ mod 64 ̸= 0 then M ←M ||064−(ℓ mod 64)

3 : for i = 1 to i = ⌈log2(ℓ/64)⌉ do
4 : M = m1|| . . . ||mt where |mi| = 64

5 : if t is even then M = H(ki,m1,m2)|| . . . ||H(ki,mt−1,mt)

6 : else M = H(ki,m1,m2)|| . . . ||H(ki,mt−1,mt−1)||mt

7 : Q← 07||ℓ||M
8 : Q = q5|| . . . ||q1 where |qi| = 27

9 : S =

5∑
i=1

qik
F
i + kF6 mod (232 − 5)

10 : return S ⊕ PRG(K,N) where |PRG(K,N)| = 32

H(k,m1,m2)

1 : return (m1 +32 k) · ((m1 ≫ 32) +32 (k ≫ 32)) +64 m2

Figure 6: Pseudo-code description of the Badger algorithm.

tag. The context-discovery attack against HMAC with variable-length keys may be hard as the underlying
compression is typically non-invertible.

Note that the standard forgery security of HMAC has been established up to the birthday bound with
keys of any sufficiently large length [BBGS23].

5.3 Attacks against universal-hash-based MACs

In this section, we present key-committing, context-committing, and context-discovery attacks against
universal-hash-based MACs Badger, GMAC, Poly1305-AES that are specified in ISO/IEC 9797-3 [ISO11b].
Note that we cannot show committing attack against the remaining one UMAC in ISO/IEC 9797-3 and
thus its committing security is still open.

Attacks against Badger. Badger is a universal-hash-based MAC designed by Boesgaard [BCZ05] and
standardized in [ISO21]. It follows the Wegman-Carter framework [WC81], and employs a binary-tree
method to improve the efficiency of hashing. A pseudorandom generator is used in the initialization
to generate random keys for hashing. These random keys can be reused for the coming messages. This
pseudorandom generator is also used in the finalization with a nonce to generate the random string to mask
the hash value. Given a key K, a nonce N , and a message M , it outputs a 32-bit tag as T = BadgerK(N,M).
The pseudo-code definition of Badger is illustrated in Fig. 6.

We mount a key-committing attack against Badger as follows. The adversary first computes the tag
T = BadgerK1

(N1,M1) for a tuple of (K1, N1,M1). She then can construct a different tuple of (K2, N2,M2)
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such that (K2, N2,M2) ̸= (K1, N1,M1) but can result in the same tag value T as follows. Here K2 and N2

can be arbitrarily chosen and M2 = m1||m2 is a 128-bit string crafted by the adversary. The adversary
computes S2 = T ⊕ PRG(K2, N2) for arbitrary K2 and N2. She solves the equation S2 =

∑5
i=1 qik

F
i + kF6

mod (232 − 5) in line 9 to obtain one possible value for M in line 7 of the function Badger(K,M,N)
of Fig. 6. By fixing m1, she solves the equation in line 1 of the function H(k,m1,m2) to obtain m2. The
context-committing attack is the same as above.

The context-committing attack is the same as the above key-committing attack. On the other hand,
given a tag T , we can use the similar procedures to find the tuple (K2, N2,M2) such that T = BadgerK2

(N2,
M2), there with mounting the context-discovery attack against Badger.

Note that the standard forgery probability for Badger is around 2−26.12 for 32-bit tag and can be smaller
if we allow a longer tag as discussed in [BCZ05].

Attacks against Poly1305-AES. Poly1305-AES [Ber05,ISO21] is a universal-hash-based MAC following
the Wegman-Carter-Shoup framework [Sho96], using polynomial evaluation modulo the prime number
2130 − 5 for better performance. It uses the AES with 128-bit key K, and the hash key r has 128-bit, 22
bits of which are set to 0. Given a message M = m1|| . . . ||mℓ where |mi| = 128 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1 and
0 < |mℓ| ≤ 128, each message block is first padded to 129-bit value ci. Then the MAC of a ℓ-block message
M with nonce N is defined as:

Poly1305-AESK,r(M,N) = Poly1305r(M) +128 AESK(N)

=(((c1r
ℓ + c2r

ℓ−1 + . . .+ cℓr) mod 2130 − 5) + AESK(N)) mod 2128. (1)

We mount a key-committing attack against Poly1305-AES as follows. The adversary first computes a
tag T = Poly1305-AESK1,r1(M1, N1) for a tuple of (K1, r1,M1, N1). She can then craft another different
tuple of (K2, r2,M2, N2) with the same tag T such that (K2, r2,M2, N2) ̸= (K1, r1,M1, N1). She chooses
arbitrary values for K2, r2, M2. She solves the following equation

N2 = AES−1
K2

(
Poly1305-AESK1,r1(M1, N1)−128 Poly1305r2(M2)

)
to obtain N2. Then the tuple (K2, r2,M2, N2) will result in the same tag value T . This attack is better
than the one against ChaCha-Poly1305 [LGR20] as the previous work only works for about one-quarter of
possible inputs while we don’t have this restriction here.

The context-committing attack is the same as above. On the other hand, given a tag T , we can use the
similar procedures to find the tuple (K2, r2,M2, N2) such that T = Poly1305-AESK2,r2(M2, N2), therewith
mounting context-discovery attack against Poly1305-AES.

Note that the standard forgery security of Poly1305-AES is up to the birthday bound 264 as shown
in [Ber05,Nan18].

Attacks against GMAC. GMAC [MV04,ISO21,Dwo07a] is an authentication mode following the Wegman-
Carter-Shoup framework with the Galois Hash function (GHASH) and a block cipher. The GHASH function
evaluates a Galois Field polynomial at the hash key H, whose coefficients are the message blocks and block
length. The output of this hash function is then xored with the output of the block cipher with a nonce to
generate the tag. Given a message M = m1|| . . . ||mℓ, the output of GMAC is defined as:

GMACK(M,N) =
(
m1H

ℓ+1 ⊕ . . .⊕mℓ||0∗H2 ⊕ |M |nH
)
⊕ EK(N∥031∥1)

where H = EK(0n).
We show a key-committing attack against GMAC as follows. The adversary first computes a tag T =

GMACK1(M1, N1) for a tuple of (K1,M1, N1). She then constructs another different tuple of (K2,M2, N2)
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Figure 7: The LightMAC construction for a message m1||m2||m3||m4
n−s←−M .

that can result in the tag T . She chooses arbitrary values for K2 and N2, and fixes the first ℓ′ − 1 blocks
of M2. She then solves the following equation to obtain the last block m′

ℓ′ of M2:

T =
(
m′

1H
ℓ+1
2 ⊕ . . .⊕m′

ℓ′ ||0∗H2
2 ⊕ |M2|nH

)
⊕ EK2(N2).

The context-committing attack is the same as above. On the other hand, given a tag T , we can use
similar procedures to find the tuple (K2,M2, N2) such that T = GMACK2(M2, N2), therewith mounting
context-discovery attack against GMAC.

Note that the standard forgery security of GMAC is up to the birthday bound 2n/2 [MV04, IOM12].

5.4 Attacks against lightweight MACs

In this section, we show key-committing, context-committing, and context-discovery attacks against
lightweight MACs including LightMAC and Chaskey that are standardized in ISO/IEC 29192-6:2019 [ISO19].
Note that we cannot find a committing attack against Tsudik’s keymode in ISO/IEC 29192-6:2019 and thus
its committing security is still open.

Attacks against LightMAC. LightMAC is designed by Luykx et al. [LPTY16] for lightweight block ci-
phers and standardized in ISO/IEC 29192-6:2019 [ISO19]. Its provable security bound q2/2n is independent
of the message length. For authentication, a message M will be first split into (n− s)-bit blocks with the
length of the last block being anywhere from zero to n − s − 1 bits. Each of the first ℓ − 1 blocks is
concatenated with a s-bit counter to become a full n-bit block, and the last block is padded with 10∗ to
become a full n-bit block. See Fig. 7 for an illustration of LightMAC.

We then mount a key-committing attack against LightMAC with success probability 1 when the message
length is less than n − s − 1, and another context-committing attack against LightMAC with success
probability 2−s for longer messages. We begin with the first attack for short messages. The adversary first
computes a tag T = LightMACK1,K2

(M1) = EK2(M1∥10∗) for a tuple (K1,K2,M1) where |M1| ≤ n− s−1.
She then constructs another different tuple (K ′

1,K2,M1) where K ′
1 ̸= K1. Obviously, this tuple will result

in the same tag T as T = EK2(M1∥10∗).
We then mount another key-committing attack against LightMAC with success probability 2−s−1 for

long messages. The adversary first computes a tag T = LightMACK1,K2
(M1) for a tuple (K1,K2,M1). She

then constructs another different tuple (K ′
1,K

′
2,M2) that will result in the same tag T with probability

2−s. She chooses two arbitrary values for K ′
1 and K ′

2, and computes Y = E−1
K′

2
(T ). She fixes the first ℓ2− 1

blocks m2
1|| . . . ||m2

ℓ2−1 of M2. Then she computes X = Y ⊕ EK′
1
(⟨1⟩s∥m2

1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ EK′
1
(⟨ℓ2 − 1⟩s∥m2

ℓ2−1).
If the string X is in the form of x||10∗ where 0 ≤ |x| ≤ n − s − 1, then she can fix the value of the last
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Figure 8: The Chaskey construction when |mℓ| = n (top), and when 0 < |mℓ| < n. The subkeys L1 and L2

are derived from the master key K.

block of M2 to x, which happens with probability around 2−s−1. If the string X is not in this form, then
this attack will fail.

These two key-committing attacks also apply in the context-committing setting. On the other hand,
given a tag T , we can use the similar procedures to obtain (K ′

1,K
′
2,M2) such that T = LightMACK′

1,K
′
2
(M2)

with the same probability. Thus, we can also mount a context-discovery attack against LightMAC.
Note that the standard forgery security of LightMAC is up to the birthday bound 2n/2 [LPTY16,CJN21].

Remark. Similar committing attacks for long messages can be applied to PMAC [Rog04] but with success
probability 1 as the length of the padding of PMAC can be 0.

Attacks against Chaskey. Chaskey [MMV+14] is a permutation-based MAC that is designed to be
extremely fast on 32-bit microcontrollers. It can also be described as CBC-MAC with an Even-Mansour
cipher. A pictorial illustration of Chaskey is given in Fig. 8.

We show a key-committing attack against Chaskey when messages are of full blocks and the tag is of
n bits as follows. The adversary first computes a tag T = ChaskeyK1

(M1) for a pair (K1,M1). She then
constructs another different pair (K2,M2) that can result in the same tag T . She chooses an arbitrary
value for K2, and computes the subkeys L2

1 and L2
2. By fixing the first ℓ2 − 1 blocks of M2, she can invert

from T to obtain the last block of M2 as she can compute all the internal values by herself.
The context-committing attack is the same as above. We can also use similar procedures to find a pair

(K2,M2) such that T = ChaskeyK2
(M2) for a given tag T . Hence, we can mount a context-discovery attack

against Chaskey.
Note that the standard forgery security of Chaskey is up to the birthday bound 2n/2 [MMV+14].

5.5 Fixing MACs for key-committing security

In this section, we show how to fix CBC-MAC and CMAC in [ISO11a] to be key-committing secure and
context-discovery secure. The main idea is to replace the last block cipher call in these two schemes with
the Davies-Meyer construction. By doing so, the adversary needs to find a collision against the Davies-
Meyer construction to mount the key-committing attack, which is similar in spirit to the fixes for GCM and
GCM-SIV in [BH22]. Furthermore, regarding our newly proposed definition of context-discovery security,
we show that context-discovery security can also be reduced to the preimage resistance of the Davies-Meyer
construction.
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Figure 9: The CBC-MAC construction for a mes-
sage M = m1||m2||m3.
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Figure 10: The CBC-MAC-C1 construction for a
message M = m1||m2||m3.

An efficient key-committing secure variant of CBC-MAC. CBC-MAC-C1 is a variant of CBC-MAC
by replacing the last block cipher call in CBC-MAC with the Davies-Meyer construction to achieve key-
committing security. It enjoys almost the same efficiency and is a secure MAC for prefix-free or fixed-length
messages as CBC-MAC. The illustrations of the original CBC-MAC and CBC-MAC-C1 can be found in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10. In the figures the function derive : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n is defined as follows,

derive(X) :=

{
X << 1 if ⌈X⌉1 = 0

(X << 1)⊕Rn otherwise
,

for some constant Rn solely dependent on the value of n.
We first recall the Davies-Meyer construction DM and its collision-resistant security which is helpful in

the later analyses. Let E : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a block cipher. The Davies-Meyer construction
DM : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n is defined by

DM[E](K,X) = EK(X)⊕X.

The following lemma shows that DM is collision resistance and everywhere preimage resistance [RS04].

Lemma 1. For any adversary that makes at most p ≤ 2n−1 ideal-cipher queries to E and E−1, we have

AdvcollDM(A) ≤ p2

2n
, AdvepreDM (A) ≤ 2p

2n
.

For completeness, the proof is recalled in App. D.
The following theorems show that CBC-MAC-C1 can ensure key-committing security and context-

discovery security in the ideal-cipher model. The ideal-cipher model is natural for the key-committing
setting as in this setting, the adversary can choose the key of the underlying block cipher for queries.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the context-selector has access to neither CBC-MAC-C1 nor its underlying block
cipher. Then for any adversary A that makes at most p ≤ 2n−1 ideal-cipher queries, we have

AdvmacCMTk
CBC-MAC-C1(A) ≤

p2

2n
, AdvmacCDY

CBC-MAC-C1(A) ≤
2p

2n
.
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Figure 11: The CMAC construction for a
message M = m1||m2||m3. Here, K ′ ={
K1 if |M3| = n

K2 otherwise.
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Figure 12: The CMAC-C1 construction for a
message M = m1||m2||m3. Here, K ′ ={
K1 if |M3| = n

K2 otherwise.

Proof. Suppose that the adversary A wins the key-committing game as defined in Sec. 4, namely she finds
(K1,M1) and (K2,M2) such that CBC-MAC-C1K1(M1) = CBC-MAC-C1K2(M2) and K1 ̸= K2, then we can
construct another adversary B against the collision-resistant security of the Davies-Meyer construction DM.
Let X1 and X2 be the inputs to the Davies-Meyer construction in CBC-MAC-C1 for the pairs (K1,M1) and
(K2,M2) respectively. Then (X1,K1) and (X2,K2) will be a valid collision pair against DM as K1 ̸= K2 if
the adversary A wins the key-committing game. Hence, AdvmacCMTk

CBC-MAC-C1(A) ≤ AdvcollDM(B) ≤ p2

2n from Lem. 1.
Suppose that the adversary wins the context-discovery game against CBC-MAC-C1 as defined in Sec. 4.1,

namely given a challenge tag T by the context-selector S, she outputs (K,N,M) such that
CBC-MAC-C1K(M) = T , then we can construct another adversary B against the everywhere preiamge
resistance of the Davies-Meyer construction DM as follows. Let X be the input to the Davies-Meyer con-
struction in CBC-MAC-C1 for the tuple (K,N,M). Then X will be a valid preimage against DM for the
image T if the adversary A wins the context-discovery game. Hence, AdvmacCDY

CBC-MAC-C1(A) ≤ AdvepreDM (A) ≤ 2p
2n

by assuming p ≤ 2n−1.

Note that the previous context-committing attack against CBC-MAC with K1 = K2 can still work for
CBC-MAC-C1, but the key-committing attack with the restriction that K1 ̸= K2 and the context-discovery
attack cannot work anymore due to the collision resistance and preimage resistance of the Davies-Meyer
construction.

The PRF security of CBC-MAC-C1 for prefix-free messages is formulated by the following theorem. The
proof is similar to the proof for CBC-MAC [BPR05,JN16], and thus omitted in this paper.

Theorem 2. For any adversary A that makes at most q prefix-free queries, each query being at most ℓ
blocks, and the total number of blocks of all queries being at most σ, we have

AdvprfCBC-MAC-C1(A) ≤
8σq

2n
+

8σqℓ3

22n
+

q2

2n+1
.
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An efficient key-committing secure variant of CMAC. Following the similar idea in CBC-MAC-C1,
we proposed a key-committing secure variant of CMAC called CMAC-C1 by replacing the last block cipher
call in CMAC with the Davies-Meyer construction. It is almost efficient and is a secure MAC for variable-
length messages as CMAC. The illustrations of CMAC and CMAC-C1 are given in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
respectively.

The following theorems show that CMAC-C1 can provide key-committing security and context-discovery
security in the ideal-cipher model. The proof is similar to the one for Thm 1 as we can reduce the key-
committing security and context-discovery security of CMAC-C1 to the collision resistance and the preimage
resistance of the underlying DM construction.

Theorem 3. Suppose that the context-selector has access to neither CMAC-C1 nor its underlying block
cipher. Then for any adversary that makes at most p ≤ 2n−1 ideal-cipher queries, we have

AdvmacCMTk
CMAC-C1 (A) ≤ p2

2n
, AdvmacCDY

CMAC-C1(A) ≤
2p

2n
.

Similar as CBC-MAC-C1, the previous context-committing attack against CBC-MAC can still work but
the key-committing attack and the context-discovery attack cannot work due to the collision resistance
preimage resistance of the Davies-Meyer construction. Hence, CMAC-C1 can be used in applications to
ensure data authenticity when key-committing and context-discovery attacks are relevant, and cannot be
used when the context-committing attack is relevant. How to fix CMAC to achieve the stronger context-
committing security is left as an interesting future work.

The PRF security of CMAC-C1 is captured by the following theorem. The proof is similar to the
previous proofs for CMAC [Nan09,CJN22, IK03], and thus is omitted in this paper.

Theorem 4. For any adversary A that makes at most q queries, each query being at most ℓ blocks, and
the total number of blocks of all queries being at most σ, we have

AdvprfCMAC-C1(A) ≤
5σq

2n
+

8q2ℓ4

22n
+

q2

2n+1
.

5.6 Context-committing security of HMAC

In this section, we show that HMAC with keys of a fixed length less than d− 1 bits is context-committing
secure and context-discovery secure.

In [DRST12, Theorem 4.4], the authors proved that HMAC is indifferentiable from a random oracle
when the key is of a fixed length less than d − 1 bits. In the context-committing setting, if the adversary
can find a pair (K1,M1) and (K2,M2) such that (K1,M1) ̸= (K2,M2) and HMAC(K1,M1) = HMAC(K2,
M2), then we can use this pair to attack the indifferentiability of HMAC. Hence, the context-committing
security of HMAC can be obtained from its indifferentiable security which is stated by the following theorem.
The context-discovery security of HMAC with fixed-length keys can be obtained similarly. We refer the
indifferentiability proof to [DRST12].

Theorem 5. Fix d, n > 0. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a hash function that is modeled as a random
oracle. Suppose that the key of HMAC is fixed and less than d− 1 bits, and the context-selector S does not
access to neither HMAC nor H. Then for any adversary A that makes at most σ queries to H, we have

AdvmacCMT
HMAC (A) ≤ 2σ2

2n
, AdvmacCDY

HMAC (A;S) ≤ 2σ2

2n
.

Remark. In [DRST12], the authors also showed how to instantiate the hash function H with the Merkle-
Damgard transform and proved that this instantiation can achieve a similar indifferentiable bound.
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AEEaM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : C ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M)

4 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

5 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,M∗)

6 : return (C, T )

AEEaM
2 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : C ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M)

5 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

6 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,M∗)

7 : return (C, T )

Figure 13: Encrypt-and-MAC encryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : C ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M)

4 : C∗ ← pad(A,C)

5 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,C∗)

6 : return (C, T )

AEEtM
2 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : C ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M)

5 : C∗ ← pad(A,C)

6 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,C∗)

7 : return (C, T )

Figure 14: Encrypt-then-MAC encryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

6 Revisiting the Security of Generic Composition

Having shown in the previous sections that some MACs are committing/context discovery secure and that
popular ivE such as CTR/CBC are key-robust, we can now use these results to build committing/context
discovery secure AEADs through generic composition. To be able to do so, we revisit generic composition
through the lens of committing and context-discovery security. The different nuances in the security notions
we define in Sec. 4 allow us to obtain new insights into these paradigms that contradict previous beliefs. For
example, Menda et al. [MLGR23] gave an attack on the SIV scheme standardized in RFC 5297. Still, we
show below that if SIV is instantiated with different primitives, committing and context-discovery security
are attainable. We note that compared to [MLGR23], which mostly defined and used context-discovery
to break the committing security of practical AEAD schemes, we provide in this section the first provable
way of building a context-discovery secure AEAD.

6.1 Generic Composition Paradigms

Bellare and Namprempre [BN00] were the first to formally study the generic composition approach, which
consists of combining an encryption scheme with a MAC to build a secure authenticated encryption scheme.
In their paper, they showed that if the encryption scheme is assumed to be probabilistic, then encrypt-
then-mac is the only secure paradigm. Namprempre et al. [NRS14] revisited the approach by assuming
the encryption scheme to be either IV or nonce based, which is closer to practice. They studied all
possible combinations with a MAC to build a secure nonce-based AEAD. Nine modes constructed from
IV-based encryption (A1-A9) and three modes constructed from nonce-based encryption (N1-N3) were
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AEMtE
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

4 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,M∗)

5 : M† ←M ||T
6 : C† ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M

†)

7 : return C†

AEMtE
2 [SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

5 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,M∗)

6 : M† ←M ||T
7 : C† ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M

†)

8 : return C†

Figure 15: MAC-then-Encrypt encryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

AESIV[SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : (Ke,Km)← K

2 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

3 : T ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,M∗)

4 : IV ← T

5 : C ← SE.Enc(Ke, IV,M)

6 : return (C, T )

AESIV[SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : IV ← T

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : M ← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C)

4 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

5 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,M∗, T ) = 1

6 : return M

7 : else

8 : return ⊥
9 : endif

Figure 16: SIV encryption and decryption functions.

proven secure. The security of four modes (A10-A12, N4) remained undecided and were later proved to be
insecure [BPP18,Ber23]. In the following, we revisit the security analysis of the schemes from Namprempre
et al. focusing mainly on the schemes N1, N2, N3, and some of the A schemes.

We first describe the generic compositions we consider in this paper, built from an IV-based encryption
SE = (SE.Enc, SE.Dec) and a message authentication code MAC = (MAC.Tg,MAC.Vf). In all the construc-
tions, independent keys Ke for SE and Km for MAC together constitute the key K for AE. We also consider
key-schedule-based versions of some of the constructions using a collision-resistant key-schedule KS. We
assume pad to be an injective padding function.

While [NRS14] considered only PRF secure vector-input MACs as building blocks, we slightly change
the syntax of the MAC for versatility, so that it can be instantiated either with a nonce-based MAC or a
vector-input MAC. This change is minimal and AEAD security of the composition is maintained. We split
our analyzed schemes into four groups according to their construction: Encrypt-and-MAC, Encrypt-then-
MAC, MAC-then-Encrypt, and SIV. The analysis for schemes of the same group will often be similar.
Encrypt-and-MAC. In the Encrypt-and-MAC composition paradigm, the ciphertext C and the tag T are
computed parallelly using calls to SE.Enc and MAC.Tg respectively. In variant 1 (Fig. 13, left), the nonce is
used directly as IV for SE, and in variant 2 (Fig. 13, right), the IV is computed through a call to MAC.Tg. We
denote these as AEEaM

1 [SE,MAC] and AEEaM
2 [SE,MAC] respectively, and write AEEaM[SE,MAC] to indicate

either. These schemes correspond to the schemes N1 and A2 from [NRS14].
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kAE[KS,AE,SE,MAC].Enc(K,N,A,M)

1 : (Ke,Km)← KS(K)

2 : (C, T )← AE[SE,MAC].Enc(K ′ := (Ke,Km), N,A,M)

3 : return (C, T )

kAE[KS,AE,SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : (Ke,Km)← KS(K)

2 : X ← AE[SE,MAC].Dec(K ′ := (Ke,Km), N,A,C, T )

3 : return X

Figure 17: Key-schedule-based Authenticated Encryption.

Encrypt-then-MAC. In the Encrypt-then-MAC composition paradigm, the ciphertext C is computed first
through SE.Enc, and the tag T is then computed using C as an input to MAC.Tg. As before, in variant 1
(Fig. 14, left), the nonce is used directly as IV for SE, and in variant 2 (Fig. 14, right), the IV is computed
through a call to MAC.Tg. We denote these as AEEtM

1 [SE,MAC] and AEEtM
2 [SE,MAC] respectively. These

schemes correspond to the schemes N2 and A6 from [NRS14].
MAC-then-Encrypt. In the MAC-then-Encrypt composition paradigm, and intermediate tag is first com-
puted using MAC.Tg, and appended to the message to form a longer message M †, which is then encrypted
through SE.Enc to obtain a long ciphertext C†. Again, In variant 1 (Fig. 15, left), the nonce is used directly
as IV for SE, and in variant 2 (Fig. 15, right), the IV is computed through a call to MAC.Tg. We denote
these as AEMtE

1 [SE,MAC] and AEMtE
2 [SE,MAC] respectively. These schemes correspond to the schemes N3

and A8 from [NRS14].
SIV. In the SIV composition paradigm (Fig. 16), the tag T is first computed using MAC.Tg; then C is
computed using T as IV in SE.Enc. We denote this as AESIV[SE,MAC]. This scheme corresponds to the
scheme A4 from [NRS14].

AEAD with a Key Schedule. For each of the composition paradigms above, we will also consider a
KS-based variant, which uses a Key Schedule function KS to generate the MAC key Km and the ivE key Ke.
We will model the key-schedule as a function KS : K → Ke ×Km, that takes a master key K as input and
outputs a pair of keys (Ke,Km). If AE[SE,MAC] is an AEAD scheme which internally calls SE and MAC,
then we will denote its key-schedule-based version as kAE[KS,AE, SE,MAC]. For the key-schedule-based
variants of the four composition paradigms above, we’ll use the following shorthands:

kAEEaM
i [KS, SE,Enc] := kAE[KS,AEEaM

i ,SE,Enc], i ∈ {1, 2},
kAEEtM

i [KS, SE,Enc] := kAE[KS,AEEtM
i ,SE,Enc], i ∈ {1, 2},

kAEMtE
i [KS, SE,Enc] := kAE[KS,AEMtE

i ,SE,Enc], i ∈ {1, 2},
kAESIV[KS, SE,Enc] := kAE[KS,AESIV,SE,Enc].

In our proofs, we will require KS to be collision-resistant on its second output, but will not require
any cryptographic hardness from it. Thus, for any pair of functions ge : K → Ke and gm : K → Km,
KS(K) := (ge(K), gm(K)) will be a valid key-schedule as long as gm is injective. However, any cryptographic
key-derivation function or KDF that is collision-resistant can also be used as the key-schedule. In practice,
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Scheme Assumption SCMT CDY CDYk CMT CMTk

EaM none ? CDY CDYk ? ?
EaM RBTk SCMT CDY CDYk CMT ?

KEaM COLL ? CDY CDYk ? CMTk

EtM none CMTk CDY CDYk CMTk CMTk

EtM RBTk CMTk CDY CDYk CMTk CMTk

KEtM COLL SCMT CDY CDYk CMT CMTk

MtE none ? ? ? CMTk ?
MtE RBTk ? ? ? CMTk ?
SIV none ? CDY CDYk ? ?
SIV RBTk SCMT CDY CDYk CMT ?

KSIV COLL ? CDY CDYk ? CMTk

Figure 18: Summary of our Generic Composition Analyses. The entry at row xxx|yyy and column zzz
gives the security or attack we establish for the generic AEAD composition xxx with the ivE/key-schedule
satisfying yyy and the MAC satisfying zzz. Entries filled in with ‘?’ indicate open problems. Note that all
context-discovery reductions require a restriction on the context-selector.

such a KDF may be instantiated with a PRF f as, for example, KDF(K) := (f(K, 0), f(K, 1)). We now
formally state this property.

Collision game COLL for key schedule. In the key-schedule-collision game COLL, an adversary A
outputs K1,K2; A wins if

• K1 ̸= K2;

• Km,1 = Km,2;
where (Ke,1,Km,1) := KS(K1), (Ke,2,Km,2) := KS(K2). We write AdvksCOLL

KS (A) to denote the probability
that A wins.

6.2 Summary of Security Analyses

Next, we look at how the various commitment securities of the AEADs constructed using the above com-
position paradigms depend on the security of the underlying MAC. We consider five security notions for
the MAC (SCMT,CDY,CDYk,CMT and CMTk) which we combine with three possibilities: with an ivE,
with a key-robust ivE, or with an ivE and a collision-resistant key-schedule. The results of this analysis
are summarized in Fig.18 and the proof of these results is given in App. E.

From these analyses, we can observe that Encrypt-then-MAC with a collision-resistant key-schedule
always retains the security of the underlying MAC. We also observe a different behavior between the
committing notions and the context-discovery notions. Both context-discovery and key-discovery security
are usually passed from the MAC to the AEAD composition, whereas the result is more disparate for
the committing notions. We note that to provide context-commitment, the Encrypt-then-MAC paradigm
requires a collision-resistant key-schedule, while Encrypt-and-MAC and SIV require only a key-robust ivE.

Finally, we observe that this framework does not apply well to the MAC-then-encrypt constructions—
while we found attacks under certain assumptions, we had to leave as open problems several cases where
the security implications of the assumptions on the composition were unclear; notably, in stark contrast
to the other paradigms, we failed to find a single combination of assumptions on the MAC and the ivE
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that leads to a provably secure MAC-then-encrypt composition. This is perhaps not surprising, since our
analyses in the other paradigms hinge heavily on the property that the MAC output is a part of the final
output; as this is not the case in MAC-then-encrypt, it seems rather difficult to relate committing security
assumptions on the underlying MAC to that of the AEAD. While there may be contrived joint security
assumptions on the ivE and the MAC that lead to some form of committing security in the AEAD, we
deem these to be out of scope for this work and leave them as interesting open problems for the future.
Concurrent work. In independent and concurrent work to ours, Struck and Weishäupl [SW24] also analyzed
the committing security of some generic composition schemes. Their results are however limited to context-
committing security, and to the Encrypt-then-Mac and Encrypt-and-Mac paradigms.
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A Relations between Security Notions

In this section, we prove the relations between AEAD or MAC security notions as represented in Fig. 3
and recalled in the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Given any AE or MAC scheme, the following security relations hold:

1. it is SCMT secure if and only if it is both CDY and CMT secure,

2. if it is CMT secure then it is CMTk secure,

3. if it is CMTk secure then it is RBTk secure,

4. if it is CDY secure then it is CDYk secure for a family of context-selectors,

5. if it is CMT secure then it is CDYk secure for a family of context-selectors.

Proof. Let MAC = (MAC.Tg,MAC.Vf) be a message authentication code. Relations (1), (2), and (3) follow
directly from the definitions. In the following, we prove the relations for MACs, but the proof is similar
for AEADs.

We now prove relation (4). Let S be a restricted context selector that can be modeled as a sequence of
algorithms (S1, S2), where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs (N,M), S2 outputs T and S combines both
results to output (N,M, T ). Let A be a CDYk adversary, we define an adversary BS1 against the CDY
game as a procedure that runs S1 and obtains a pair (N,M) it combines it with its CDY challenge T and
runs A(N,M, T ) to obtain a key K. As output to the CDY game, BS1 returns (K,N,M). By construction,
BS1 when run with the context-selector S2 as CDY challenge, simulate exactly the game CDYk played by
A with the context-selector S as challenge. Thus AdvmacCDYk

MAC (A;S) = AdvmacCDY
MAC (BS1 ; S2).

We now prove relation (5). For any (K,N,M), let S be a restricted context selector for the CDYk game
that returns a tuple (N ′,M ′, T ), such that (N ′,M ′) ̸= (N,M) and T = MAC.Tg(K,N,M). Let A be a
CDYk adversary, we define an adversary BS against the CDY game as a procedure that runs S and obtains
a tuple (N ′,M ′, T ) it then runs A(N ′,M ′, T ) to obtain a key K ′. As output to the CMT game, BS returns
(K,N,M), (K ′, N ′,M ′). As (N ′,M ′, T ) was obtained through S, we have that always (N ′,M ′) ̸= (N,M)
and T = MAC.Tg(K,N,M). By construction, when BS is run it simulate exactly the game CDYk played
by A with the context-selector S as challenge. Thus AdvmacCDYk

MAC (A;S) = AdvmacCMT
MAC (BS).
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Figure 19: CBC Encryption.
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Figure 20: CTR Encryption with block cipher
of state size n. b := n− |IV |.

B Key-Robustness Security Analysis of CBC/CTR in the Ideal-Cipher
Model

Proposition 3. For any adversary A that tries to break the key robustness of the CBC/CTR encryption
scheme by making at most σ calls to an ideal cipher E of state size n,

AdvseRBTk

CBC[E]/CTR[E](A, σ) ≤
σ2

2n
.

Proof. For any such adversary A, consider another key robustness adversary B against the same ideal
cipher E which makes at most σ queries.

Note that B can act as a key-robustness challenger to A as follows:

• Whenever A makes a forward/backward ideal cipher query of the form (K,X) to E, B makes the
same ideal cipher query and sends the received response to A.

• Whenever, A produces (K1,K2, IV,M) as the challenge output, then B produces ((K1,K2), X) as
its challenge output where

X :=

{
IV ⊕ ⌊M⌋n for CBC
IV ∥⟨1⟩n−|IV | for CTR.

From the construction of CBC/CTR, it easily follows that if A wins in the key-robustness game against
CBC[E]/CTR[E] then the adversary B wins the key-robustness game against the ideal cipher E.

Finally, the proposition follows from the observation that in the ideal cipher model

AdvseRBTk
E (B, σ) ≤ σ2

2n
.

C Key-Robustness Security Analysis of the Duplex in the Ideal Permu-
tation Model

Consider an IV -based Duplex encryption scheme where κ, c, b respectively denote the key size, capacity
size, and state size of the Duplex. For simplicity, we assume IV is of size b− κ. For the exact construction
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Figure 21: Duplex Encryption.

of the scheme, we refer to Fig. 21.

Proposition 4. For any adversary A that tries to break the key robustness of the Duplex by making at
most σ calls to an ideal permutation of state size b,

AdvseRBTk
Duplex (A, σ) ≤ σ2

2b−max{κ,c} .

Proof. For any such adversary A, we consider another adversary B with oracle access to the same ideal
permutation π and makes at most σ queries. We say that B wins if it can come up with (U1, U2) such that
U1 ̸= U2, ⌊U1⌋b−κ = ⌊U2⌋b−κ and ⌊π(U1)⌋b−c = ⌊π(U2)⌋b−c.

Note that B can act as a key-robustness challenger to A as follows:

• Whenever A makes a forward/backward ideal permutation query of the form X, B makes the same
ideal permutation query and sends the received response to A.

• Whenever, A produces (K1,K2, IV,M) as the challenge output, then B produces (IV ∥K1, IV ∥K2)
as it’s challenge output.

Claim 1. If A wins in the key-robustness game then the adversary B wins.

Proof. Let C := SpongeEnc(K1, IV,M) then if A wins we must have SpongeEnc(K2, IV,M) = C and hence
⌊π(IV ∥K1)⌋b−c = ⌊π(IV ∥K2)⌋b−c = ⌊M ⊕ C⌋b−c.

Lemma 2. If the adversary B in Proposition 4 can make at most σ forward/backward queries to the random
permutation π then in the ideal permutation model,

Pr[B wins] ≤ σ2

2b−max{κ,c} .

Proof. Let {(Ui, Vi, diri)|i ∈ [1, σ]} denote the permutation query transcript for B where diri = + if the
ith query is a forward query and − otherwise. Then B wins only if one of the following three events occurs.

• ∃i ̸= j ∈ [1, σ] s.t. diri = dirj = + and ⌊Vi⌋b−c = ⌊Vj⌋b−c. In the ideal permutation model probability
that this happens is bounded by σ2

2b−c .

• ∃i ̸= j ∈ [1, σ] s.t. diri = dirj = − and ⌊Ui⌋b−κ = ⌊Uj⌋b−κ. In the ideal permutation model
probability that this happens is bounded by σ2

2b−κ .

• ∃i ̸= j ∈ [1, σ] s.t. diri = +, dirj = − and ⌊Ui⌋b−κ = ⌊Uj⌋b−κ and ⌊Vi⌋b−c = ⌊Vj⌋b−c. Following the
definition of expected maximum multicollision in truncated random sampling without replacement
in [CJN20], the probability of this case can be bounded by σ2

22b−c−κ .

Combining all three cases we have lemma 2.

Finally, Proposition 4 follows from Claim 1 and Lemma 2.
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D Davies-Meyer Collision Resistance and Preimage Resistance Proof

D.1 Davies-Meyer collision resistance proof

Let (K,X, Y ) be the entry that records the query and the response of E and E−1, where K is the key,
X the plaintext and Y the ciphertext. Let Ci be the event that a collision is found for DM at the i-th
ideal-cipher query. It implies that for some j < i,

EKi(Xi)⊕Xi = EKj (Xj)⊕Xj

which happens with probability at most (i− 1)/(2n − i+ 1) as EKi(Xi)⊕Xi is uniformly distributed in a
set of size at least 2n − i+ 1 regardless of it comes from the forward or the backward query to E. Hence,

AdvcollDM(A) ≤
p∑

i=1

Pr[Cj ] ≤
p∑

i=1

i− 1

2n − i+ 1
≤ p(p− 1)

2(2n − p+ 1)
≤ p2

2n

by assuming p ≤ 2n−1.

D.2 Davies-Meyer preimage resistance proof

Let (K,X, Y ) be entry that records the query and the response of E and E−1, where K is the key, X the
plaintext and Y the ciphertext Y . Fix a image T ∈ {0, 1}n. Let Pi be the event that the preimage of T is
found for DM at the i-th ideal-cipher query. Then, it implies

EKi(Xi)⊕Xi = T

if it is a query to E, or
E−1

Ki
(Yi)⊕ Yi = T

if it is a query to E−1. In either of these two cases, the equation happens with probability at most
1/(2n − i + 1) as both EKi(Xi) ⊕ Xi and E−1

Ki
(Yi) ⊕ Yi are uniformly distributed in a set of size at least

2n − i+ 1. Hence,

AdvepreDM (A) ≤
p∑

i=1

Pr[Pi] ≤
2p

2n

by assuming p ≤ 2n−1.

E Security Analyses of Generic Composition

In this section, we look at how the various commitment securities of the AEADs constructed using the
composition paradigms described in Sec. 6.1 depend on the commitment security of the underlying MAC
and the robustness of the underlying ivE.

We note that for all of our strong-committing, context-discovery, or key-discovery reductions, we prove
the result only for a restricted form of context-selector (which is a sequence of algorithms similar to the
proof of Sec. A). For simplicity and wlog, we also assume a bijective padding pad for Encrypt-then-MAC
and SIV.

E.1 Encrypt-and-MAC.

We start by analyzing Encrypt-and-MAC where for the two variants, the encryption functions are described
in Fig. 13 and the decryption functions in Fig. 22.
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AEEaM
1 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : M ← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C)

4 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

5 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,M∗, T ) = 1

6 : return M

7 : else

8 : return ⊥
9 : endif

AEEaM
2 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : M ← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C)

5 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

6 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,M∗, T ) = 1

7 : return M

8 : else

9 : return ⊥
10 : endif

Figure 22: Encrypt-and-MAC decryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

Strong-Committing Security. In the Encrypt-and-MAC composition paradigm, we will show that the
strong-commitment security carries over from the MAC to the AEAD, as long as the ivE is robust. More
specifically, for any AEAD-strong-committing adversary A and a restricted context-selector S for AEEaM[SE,
MAC], we can construct an ivE-key-robustness adversary Ae and an MAC-key-discovery adversary Am

which simulate A, and show that there is a context selector S̃ for MAC such that if A wins against
(AEEaM[SE,MAC], S), then Ae wins against SE or Am wins against (MAC, S̃). Precisely, we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 3. For any AEAD-strong-committing adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2) for
AEEaM[SE,MAC], there exist an ivE-key-robustness adversary Ae and a MAC-strong-committing adversary
Am such that

AdvaeadSCMT
AEEaM[SE,MAC]

(A;S) ≤ AdvseRBTk
SE (Ae) + AdvmacSCMT

MAC (AS2
m ;S1).

where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs T , S2 outputs C, and S combines both results to output (C, T ).

Proof. We need to show that if A wins against (AEEaM[SE,MAC], S), then either Ae wins against SE or Am

wins against (MAC, S̃). Suppose, on receiving the challenge C† := (C, T ), A outputs (K1 = (Ke,1,Km,1),
N1, A1,M1) and (K2 = (Ke,2,Km,2), N2, A2,M2); then Ae outputs (Ke,1,Ke,2, N1,M1), and Am outputs
(Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 := pad(A1,M1)) and (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 := pad(A2,M2)). We will show this for AEEaM

1 [SE,MAC]
and omit a proof for AEEaM

2 [SE,MAC] since it is almost identical. Suppose A wins.

1. If AEEaM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = (C, T ) (i.e., A won by context discovery), then T must

be MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,M
∗
1 ), so Am wins by context discovery in the following way: Am receives its

challenge from S1 and internally runs S2 so it simulates exactly S = (S1, S2) for A.

2. Otherwise, we must have (K1, N1, A1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2,M2), and AEEaM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,

M1) = AEEaM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2) (i.e., A won by breaking context commitment). The

second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1, N1,M1) = SE.Enc(Ke,2, N2,M2) and MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,
M∗

1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2,M
∗
2 ). Now, we have two possibilities:

• if (Km,1, N1,M
∗
1 ) ̸= (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ), Am also wins by breaking context-commitment for MAC;

• if (Km,1, N1,M
∗
1 ) = (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ), since pad is injective, we must have Ke,1 ̸= Ke,2, in which

case Ae wins by breaking key-robustness for SE.
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This completes the proof.

It may be interesting to note here that the bound on the context-commitment security of AEEaM[SE,
MAC] is strict—a key-robustness attack on SE or a context-committing attack on MAC can be translated into
a context-committing attack on AEEaM[SE,MAC]. However, the same is not true for the context-discovery
security of AEEaM[SE,MAC], since a context-discovery attack on MAC is (in general) not sufficient to mount
a context-discovery attack on AEEaM[SE,MAC].

We note that a similar analysis follows for the reduction of the CMT security of EaM to the security
of the MAC.

Key-committing security with key-scheduling. For key-schedule-based Encrypt-and-MAC, a similar
analysis holds for key-committing security as follows.

Lemma 4. For any AEAD-key-committing adversary A, there exist a key-schedule-collision adversary Ak

and a MAC-key-committing adversary Am such that

AdvaeadCMTk

kAEEaM[SE,MAC]
(A) ≤ AdvksCOLL

KS (Ak) + AdvmacCMTk
MAC (Am).

Proof. We show this for kAEEaM
1 [KS,SE,MAC]. The proof for kAEEaM

2 [KS,SE,MAC] is almost identical,
so we skip it. Similarly from the proof of Lemma 4, we argue that if A wins against (kAEEaM[KS,SE,
MAC]), then either Ak wins against KS or Am wins against MAC. Suppose A outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1)
and (K2, N2, A2,M2), such that KS(K1) = (Ke,1,Km,1), KS(K2) = (Ke,2,Km,2); then Ak outputs (K1,
K2), and Am outputs (Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 := pad(A1,M1)) and (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 := pad(A2,M2)). Suppose A

wins. Then we must have K1 ̸= K2, and kAEEaM
1 [KS, SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = kAEEaM

1 [KS,SE,
MAC].Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2). The second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1, N1,M1) = SE.Enc(Ke,2, N2,
M2), and MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ). Now, we have two possibilities:

• if Km,1 ̸= Km,2, Am also wins by breaking key-commitment for MAC;

• if Km,1 = Km,2, Ak wins by finding a collision for KS.

This completes the proof.

Key-discovery security. In the Encrypt-and-MAC composition paradigm, we will show that the key-
discovery security carries over from the MAC to the AEAD.

Lemma 5. For any AEAD-key-discovery adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2) for
AEEaM[SE,MAC], there exist an MAC-key-discovery adversary BS2 and a context selector S̃ for MAC such
that,

AdvaeadCDYk

AEEaM[SE,MAC]
(A; S) ≤ AdvmacCDYk

MAC (BS2 ; S̃)

where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs (N,A,M, T ), S2 outputs C and S combines both results to output
(N,A,M,C† := (C, T )).

Proof. Let S̃ be the context selector that runs S1, and when S1 outputs (N,A,M, T ), S̃ outputs the challenge
(N,M∗ := pad(A,M), T ). Let A be a CDYk adversary for EaM, we define an adversary BS2 against the
MAC CDYk game as a procedure that runs S2 and obtains C it combines it with its MAC CDYk challenge
(N,M∗ := pad(A,M), T ) and runs A(N,A,M, (C, T )) to obtain a key K = (Ke,Km). As output to the
MAC CDYk game, BS2 returns Km.

By construction, BS2 when run with the context-selector S̃ as MAC CDYk challenge, simulate exactly
the game CDYk played by A with the context-selector S as challenge.

A similar analysis follows for the reduction of the CDY security of EaM to the security of the MAC.
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AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : C∗ ← pad(A,C)

4 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,C∗, T ) = 1

5 : M ← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C)

6 : return M

7 : else

8 : return ⊥
9 : endif

AEEtM
2 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C, T )

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : C∗ ← pad(A,C)

5 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,C∗, T ) = 1

6 : M ← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C)

7 : return M

8 : else

9 : return ⊥
10 : endif

Figure 23: Encrypt-then-MAC decryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

E.2 Encrypt-then-MAC.

For Encrypt-then-MAC, the encryption functions are described in Fig. 14 and the decryption functions in
Fig. 23.

In the Encrypt-then-MAC composition paradigm, irrespective of the security of SE and MAC, we
can construct a constant-query adversary A which wins with probability 1 in an AEAD-key-committing
game against AEEtM[SE,MAC]. We show this for AEEtM

1 [SE,MAC]; an almost identical attacks works for
AEEaM

2 [SE,MAC], so we skip it.

1. A picks any K1 = (Ke,1,Km), N , A, and M1 and computes (C, T ) = AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N,A,

M1);

2. A picks any Ke,2 ̸= Ke,1, sets K2 := (Ke,2,Km), and computes M2 = AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC].Dec(K2, N,A,

C, T );

3. A outputs (K1, N,A,M1) and (K2, N,A,M2).

In Step 2, A will not receive ⊥ by the correctness of MAC, and AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC].Enc(K2, N,A,M2) = (C, T )

by the correctness of AEEtM
1 [SE,MAC]. Thus, A always wins.

Key-schedule-based Encrypt-then-MAC. In the key-schedule-based variants of Encrypt-then-MAC,
the above attack does not work if KS is secure against collision attacks. Most parts of the proofs are
similar to those of the previous Encrypt-and-MAC results.

Strong-committing Security. We will show that kAEEtM[KS, SE,MAC] is strong-committing if KS is
collision-resistant and MAC is strong-committing. S̃ runs S, and when S outputs a challenge C† := (C,
T ), S̃ outputs the challenge T . Suppose A outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1) and (K2, N2, A2,M2), such that
KS(K1) = (Ke,1,Km,1), and KS(K2) = (Ke,2,Km,2); then Ak outputs (K1,K2), and Am outputs (Km,1,
N1, C

∗
1 := pad(A1, C) and (Km,2, N2, C

∗
2 := pad(A2, C)). Then we can show the following result.

Lemma 6. For any AEAD-strong-committing adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2)
for kAEEtM[KS,SE,MAC], there exist a key-schedule-collision adversary Ak and a MAC-strong-committing
adversary Am such that

AdvaeadSCMT
kAEEtM[KS,SE,MAC]

(A; S) ≤ AdvksCOLL
KS (Ak) + AdvmacSCMT

MAC (AS1
m ; S2)
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where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs T , S2 outputs C, and S combines both results to output
(C, T ).

Proof. We will see if A wins against (kAEEtM[KS,SE,MAC],S), then either Ae wins against SE or Am wins
against (MAC, S̃). We show this for kAEEtM

1 [KS,SE,MAC]. The proof for kAEEtM
2 [KS,SE,MAC] is almost

identical, so we skip it. Suppose A wins.

1. If kAEEtM
1 [KS, SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = (C, T ) (i.e., A won by context discovery), then T

must be MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1, C
∗
1 ), so Am can simulate A and also wins by context discovery.

2. Otherwise, we must have (K1, N1, A1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2,M2), and kAEEtM
1 [KS,SE,MAC].Enc(K1,

N1, A1,M1) = kAEEtM
1 [KS,SE,MAC].Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2). The second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1,

N1,M1) = SE.Enc(Ke,2, N2,M2), and MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1, C
∗
1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2, C

∗
2 ). Now, we

have two possibilities:

• if (Km,1, N1, A1) ̸= (Km,2, N2, A2), Am wins by breaking context-commitment for MAC;

• if (Km,1, N1, A1) = (Km,2, N2, A2), we must have (K1,M1) ̸= (K2,M2); now, having K1 = K2

would force Ke,1 = Ke,2, which in turn would force M1 = M2 (since SE is an encryption scheme),
contradicting the requirement (K1,M1) ̸= (K2,M2); so we must have K1 ̸= K2, in which case
Ak wins by finding a collision for KS.

This completes the proof.

We note that a similar analysis follows for the reduction of the CMT security of KEtM to the security
of the MAC.

Key-committing security with key-scheduling. A similar analysis holds for key-committing security.

Lemma 7. For any AEAD-key-committing adversary A, we can construct a key-schedule-collision adver-
sary Ak and a MAC-key-committing adversary Am

AdvaeadCMTk

kAEEtM[SE,MAC]
(A) ≤ AdvksCOLL

KS (Ak) + AdvmacCMTk
MAC (Am).

Proof. We show this for kAEEtM
1 [KS,SE,MAC]. Suppose A outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1) and (K2, N2, A2,M2),

such that KS(K1) = (Ke,1,Km,1), KS(K2) = (Ke,2,Km,2); then Ak outputs (K1,K2), and Am outputs
(Km,1, N1, C

∗
1 := pad(A1, C)) and (Km,2, N2, C

∗
2 := pad(A2, C)). Suppose A wins. Then we must have

K1 ̸= K2, and kAEEtM
1 [KS,SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = kAEEtM

1 [KS, SE,MAC].Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2).
The second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1, N1,M1) = SE.Enc(Ke,2, N2,M2), and MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,
C∗
1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2, C

∗
2 ). Now, we have two possibilities:

• if Km,1 ̸= Km,2, Am also wins by breaking key-commitment for MAC;

• if Km,1 = Km,2, Ak wins by finding a collision for KS.

This completes the proof.
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AEMtE
1 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C†)

1 : A∗ ← pad(A)

2 : IV ← MAC.Tg(Km, N,A∗)

3 : (Ke,Km)← K

4 : (M,T )← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C
†)

5 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

6 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,M∗, T ) = 1

7 : return M

8 : else

9 : return ⊥
10 : endif

AEMtE
2 [SE,MAC].Dec(K,N,A,C†)

1 : IV ← N

2 : (Ke,Km)← K

3 : (M,T )← SE.Dec(Ke, IV, C
†)

4 : M∗ ← pad(A,M)

5 : if MAC.Vf(Km, N,M∗, T ) = 1

6 : return M

7 : else

8 : return ⊥
9 : endif

Figure 24: MAC-then-Encrypt decryption: Variant 1 (left) and Variant 2 (right).

Key-discovery security. In the Encrypt-then-MAC design paradigm, like in Encrypt-and-MAC, we can
show that key-discovery security carries over from the MAC to the AEAD, even in the absence of a key
schedule.

Lemma 8. For any AEAD-key-discovery adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2) for
AEEaM[SE,MAC], there exist an MAC-key-discovery adversary BS2 and a context selector S̃ for MAC such
that,

AdvaeadCDYk

AEEtM[SE,MAC]
(A; S) ≤ AdvmacCDYk

MAC (BS2 ; S̃)

where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs (N,A,C, T ), S2 outputs M and S combines both results to output
(N,A,M,C† := (C, T )).

Proof. Let S̃ be the context selector that runs S1, and when S1 outputs (N,A,C, T ), S̃ outputs the challenge
(N,M∗ := pad(A,C), T ). Let A be a CDYk adversary for EtM, we define an adversary BS2 against the
MAC CDYk game as a procedure that runs S2 and obtains M it combines it with its MAC CDYk challenge
(N,M∗ := pad(A,C), T ) and runs A(N,A,M, (C, T )) to obtain a key K = (Ke,Km). As output to the
MAC CDYk game, BS2 returns Km.

By construction, BS2 when run with the context-selector S̃ as MAC CDYk challenge, simulate exactly
the game CDYk played by A with the context-selector S as challenge.

A similar analysis follows for the reduction of the CDY security of EaM to the security of the MAC.

E.3 MAC-then-Encrypt.

For MAC-then-Encrypt, the encryption functions are described in Fig. 15 and the decryption functions in
Fig. 24. We exhibit the following attack.

We can prove that for any encryption scheme SE, there exists a context-committing MAC for which the
composition is insecure. This notably proves that key robust encryption and context-committing MAC are
not sufficient conditions to obtain key commitment of MAC-then-Encrypt.

1. Assume there exists a context committing MAC called MAC. Define n, a, km ̸= k′m and ke ̸= k′e.

2. Let t = MAC.Tg(km, n, a, ε), c = SE.Enc(ke, n, t) and t′ = SE.Dec(k′e, n, c) (i.e., c = SE.Enc(k′e, n, t
′)).
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3. If t = t′, then ((ke, k
′
e), (km, km), (n, n), (a, a), (ε, ε), c) breaks the key committing security of MAC-

then-Enc.

4. If t ̸= t′, define

MAC.Tg′(Km, N,A,M) =


t′ if (Km, N,A,M) = (k′m, n, a, ε)

MAC.Tg(k′m, n, a, ε) elseif MAC.Tg(Km, N,A,M) = t′

MAC.Tg(Km, N,A,M) otherwise

Then ((ke, k
′
e), (km, k′m), (n, n), (a, a), (ε, ε), c) breaks the key committing security of MAC.Tg′-then-

Enc. Note that MAC.Tg′ is context committing if MAC is context committing.

E.4 SIV.

The SIV encryption and decryption functions are described in Fig. 16.

Strong-committing security. In the SIV composition paradigm, like in Encrypt-and-MAC, we will
show that the commitment security carries over from the MAC to the AEAD, as long as the ivE is robust.

Lemma 9. For any AEAD-strong-committing adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2) for
AESIV[SE,MAC], there exist an ivE-key-robustness adversary Ae and a MAC-strong-committing adversary
Am such that

AdvaeadSCMT
AESIV[SE,MAC]

(A;S) ≤ AdvseRBTk
SE (Ae) + AdvmacSCMT

MAC (AS2
m ; S1).

where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs T , S2 outputs C, and S combines both results to output (C, T ).

Proof. Similarly to the previous proofs, on receiving the challenge (C, T ), A outputs (K1 = (Ke,1,Km,1),
N1, A1,M1) and (K2 = (Ke,2,Km,2), N2, A2,M2); then Ae outputs (Ke,1,Ke,2, N1,M1), and Am outputs
(Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 := pad(A1,M1)) and (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 := pad(A2,M2)).

If AESIV[SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = (C, T ) (i.e., A won by context discovery), then T must be
MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 ), so Am also wins by context discovery by simulating A. Otherwise, we must have

(K1, N1, A1,M1) ̸= (K2, N2, A2,M2), and AESIV[SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,M1) = AESIV[SE,MAC].Enc(K2,
N2, A2,M2) (i.e., A won by breaking context commitment).

The second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1, T1,M1) = SE.Enc(Ke,1, T2,M2), and MAC.Tg(Km,1,
N1,M

∗
1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ). Now, we have two possibilities:

• if (Km,1, N1,M
∗
1 ) ̸= (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ), Am also wins by breaking context-commitment for MAC;

• if (Km,1, N1,M
∗
1 ) = (Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ), since pad is injective, we must have Ke,1 ̸= Ke,2, in which case

Ae wins by breaking key-robustness for SE.

This completes the proof.

As in the case of Encrypt-and-MAC, the bound on the context-commitment security of AESIV[SE,MAC]
is strict—a key-robustness attack on SE or a context-committing attack on MAC can be translated into
a context-committing attack on AESIV[SE,MAC]. However, the same is not true for the context-discovery
security of AESIV[SE,MAC], since a context-discovery attack on MAC is (in general) not sufficient to mount
a context-discovery attack on AESIV[SE,MAC].

We note that a similar analysis follows for the reduction of the CMT security of SIV to the security of
the MAC.
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Key-committing security with key-scheduling. For key-schedule-based SIV, a similar analysis holds
for key-committing security.

Lemma 10. For any AEAD-key-committing adversary A, there exist a key-schedule-collision adversary
Ak and a MAC-key-committing adversary Am such that

AdvaeadCMTk

kAESIV[SE,MAC]
(A) ≤ AdvksCOLL

KS (Ak) + AdvmacCMTk
MAC (Am).

Proof. Suppose A outputs (K1, N1, A1,M1) and (K2, N2, A2,M2), such that KS(K1) = (Ke,1,Km,1),
KS(K2) = (Ke,2,Km,2); then Ak outputs (K1,K2), and Am outputs (Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 := pad(A1,M1)) and

(Km,2, N2,M
∗
2 := pad(A2,M2)).

Now, suppose A wins. Then we must have K1 ̸= K2, and kAESIV[KS, SE,MAC].Enc(K1, N1, A1,
M1) = kAESIV[KS, SE,MAC].Enc(K2, N2, A2,M2). The second condition implies that SE.Enc(Ke,1, T1,
M1) =
SE.Enc(Ke,1, T2,M2), and MAC.Tg(Km,1, N1,M

∗
1 ) = MAC.Tg(Km,2, N2,M

∗
2 ). Now, we have two possi-

bilities:

• if Km,1 ̸= Km,2, Am also wins by breaking key-commitment for MAC;

• if Km,1 = Km,2, Ak wins by finding a collision for KS.

This completes the proof.

Key-discovery security. In the SIV paradigm, like in Encrypt-and-MAC, we can show that the key-
discovery security carries over from the MAC to the AEAD.

Lemma 11. For any AEAD-key-discovery adversary A and a restricted context-selector S = (S1, S2) for
AESIV[SE,MAC], there exist an MAC-key-discovery adversary A and a context selector S̃ for MAC such
that,

AdvaeadCDYk

AESIV[SE,MAC]
(A;S) ≤ AdvmacCDYk

MAC (Am; S̃).

where S runs both S1 and S2, S1 outputs (N,A,M, T ), S2 outputs C and S combines both results to output
(N,A,M,C† := (C, T )).

Proof. We let S̃ run S, and when S outputs a challenge (N,A,M,C† := (C, T )), S̃ outputs the challenge
(N,M∗ := pad(A,M), T ). Suppose, on receiving the challenge (N,A,M,C†), A outputs K = (Ke,Km);
then Am outputs Km. Suppose A wins, AESIV[SE,MAC] = (K,N,A,M) = C†. This in turn implies that
MAC.Tg(Km, N,M) = T , so Am also wins by key-discovery. Thus the bound follows.
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